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C!IAP'.l'm I

:Il'mODUCTIOIf

A variety of purposes may be served by the administration of a
psychological test battery to applicants for admission to a school of nursing
The test data may be useful in screening candidates since the scores represen
an objective evaluation of the individual.

While in all probability the

maJori ty of nursing schools at times have diffieulty in fU1ing their quota
of students rather than selecting the most promising individuals from a large
number of aP,Plicants, eValuation is nevertheless appropriate because of the
undesirability of registering a student who
completing the program.

a~ently

has little chance of

Yet, regardles8 of the tests' merits as selective

devices, they may perfor.m a valuable function in aBsisting staff members to
gain a more comprehensive understanding of the educational and behavior problems of the students.

Most psychometric batteries employed in the nur8ing

schools include several 41fferent tests.

Most frequently included are tests

of nursing aptitude, academic aptitude, vocational interests, reading skills,
and occasionally a personality test of the objective type.
In the past, various studies have been conducted on the predictive

value of these tests in the training program.

However, up to this time no

study known to the writer has included an evaluation by projective techniques
of personality factors as related to BUccess in the nur8ing program.

,

Seeming

2

ly, personality factors would be instrumental in influencing the student's
performance.

This particular training program represents a comprehensive

schedule of activities.

In addition to a full day of class work, the student

frequently must spend several hours in nurSing practice.

The

student is ex-

peeted to follow instructions closely, yet develop sufficient initiative to
handle an emergency situation.

In the hospital, the nurse occasionally en-

counters troublesome, demanding patients vho require tactful handling. Apparently, in addition to a baSic minimum of academic

~titude,

the stUdent nurse

must possess sufficient personal integration and emotional stability to persevere in the program until graduation.
In the school of nursing where this study vas conducted selection if

necessary since the number of applicants usually exceeds the facilities of thE
school.

It is the purpose of this study to explore the possibilities of im-

proving the selection program by inclusion of the Group Rorschach in the test
battery. The data will be analyzed to determine the relation between test dat.
and success in training and also to consider the feasibility of establishing

mintmum requirements of aptitude and personality essential for completion of
the program.

The level of adjustment of each member of the group will be

estimated as vell as the personality characteristics of the group in general.
Numer~s

thia study.

studies have been conducted using the testa employed in

These investigations will be summarized in the next chapter.

Bow the hypothesis to be tested in this theais may be formulated in

this way:
(1) A positive relation exists between adJustment acores received

3
by first year student nurses based on the application of the Munroe Inspectio[
Technique to their Group Rorschach records, and both grades in academic work
and ratings in nursing practice.
(2) Furthermore, a positive relation also exists between scores on
the American Council on Education Test and these same grades and ratings.
(3) By combining the scores from both the Group Rorschach and the

American Council on Education Test, a stronger positive relation wil1 be

f~

than trom either test alone.
(4) Analysis of the data will reveal cut-off scores that may be use(

to identify the students who may be expected to do rather poor academic work.
Prior to outlining the procedure used in this study the literature
related to this investigation wiU be reviewed.

CHAPTER II

In this chapter the previous studies on the reliability, validity

and applications ot the American Council on Education Test, the Rorschach Tes ,
and the Group Rorschach Test Vill be reviewed.

The American Council on Iducation Test (ACI}l was included in the
test battery administered to applicants tor admission to St. Francis School

0

Nursing. The test is a multiple choice timed examination yielding a Quantitative

(Q), a Linguistic (L),

and a total score. The raw scores are converted i

to percentiles. Ivaluations are made on the basis ot the student's relative

standing among various subgroups of college students throughout the country.
Originally, the test was constructed by L. L. Thurstone and T. G.
Thurstone2 and standardized on college freshmen. The authors designed the tes
to measure ability to manipulate symbols rather than the mastery of previousl
learned facts. To date, various ed1tions ot the test have been developed by

1 D. E. Super,

~raising

Vocational Fitness, Hew York, 1949, 114-

118.
2 L. L. an4 T. G. Thurstone, and D. C. Mkins, "The 1938 Psycholog
ieal Examination", ~. ~., 1939, XX, 263-300, cited in Super, ibid., 117.

4

5
the authors.
Norms have been derived from. over eighty-thousand eases. For the

1938 college edition the test authors reports an odd-even reliability of .95
for the total score, and .87 and .95 for the Q and L scores respectively.
The validity of the test is usually evaluated in terms of pred1ctability of academic success. Several workers have conducted studies in Which
the ACE scores were compared With academic achievement in a school of nursing
Rinehart3 found a Pearson product moment correlation (r) of .62 between gradel

4
and ACI percentile ranks, whUe Broo:u found an r of .54 between these variable. Ra1ner5 and ' i tzmaurice6 obtained almost identical Pearson product
moment correlations between the J£E and grades With an r of .42 and .41 respectively. These correlations indicate that a substantial relationship exists
between ACE scores and scholastic success. Bowever, the correlations are not
sufficiently high to predict Vi th much accuracy the expected level of achievement of any of the individuals.
Now, let us turn to the literature on the Rorschach Test considering first the formulation of the test by the originator.

3 J. B. Rinehart, "An Attempt to Predict Success of Student Nurses
by the Use of a Battery of Tests", i.. AR1. Psychol., XVIII, 1933, 292.
4 I. Brooks, "The Value of Psychological Testing", .Amer. J. Ifursilll ,
XXXVII, 1937, 889.
5 R. N. Rainer, F. W. Rehfeld, and M. I. Madigan, "The Use of Test
in Guiding Student Jlurses", ~. i., liursing, 1942, 679.

6 Patrick J. Fitzmaurice, Jr., ~ Relationah1;e between Scores ~
Battery of Teats and Scholastic Achievement at the Ind. of the Pre-clinical
Period, hbruary 1949, Unpublished Master's 'TheSIi,27.--

6
THE RORSCHACH 'MT

After extensive experimentation With clinical subjects, observing
their manner of' response to various ink blot designa, Roracbach7 selected ten
blots to be used in a standard experiment. These original chance forms, as
they are sometimes called, have been reproduced on cards to be presented to
the subject 1n a prescribed manner.
Formall.y, the test may be divided into three parts; the Performance
Inquiry, and

~esting

the L1mits--according to the procedure developed by

nopfer8 • In the Performance, the examiner instructs the subject to tell him
what the blots look like, what they make him think of. The exam:i ner recorda
the responses of the subject verbatim. After the subject bas responded. to all
ten cards, the examiner proceeds to the Inquiry. In this part of' the test he
endeavors to elicit fram the subject information relative to the mental processes 1nvolved in the f'onuation of' the concepts. The cards are again presen
ed to the subject in the original order, only this time the subject is reques
ed to point out where he saY each response and what f'eatures of the blot in-

fluenced the formation of the concept. Regarding the location of' the response
the examiner endeavors to find out whether the subject used the entire blot

or a portion of it. Regarding the f'actors involved in the concept, the examin r
directs his remarks and questions to determine vhether the form, color, or
the shading of the blot influenced the response and Ybether the object vas

7 Berman Rorschach, Psychod1ynostik, trans. Irnst Bircher, 4th ed ,
Bern, 1941, 1-36.
8 Bruno Klopfer and Douglas Kelley, T".ne Rorschach Technique, New
York 1946 27-59.
-

7
visualized in a static or mobile state. A Testing the Limits procedure is us
if the subject fails to give some responses usually offered by most normal
subjects. In this case, the examiner presents the appropriate cards to the
testee to determine the amount of prompting and suggestion necessary to elici
these responses.
After administration, the examiner next summarizes the information
in symbolic form by scoring the record. Rorschach9 formulated a scoring syst
and presented the same in his initial work. He scored the responses as to

location, content, frequency, and the above mentioned determinants. In essenc
his scoring system has been foUowed by almost all subsequent workers. Bec~O
asserts that he closely follows the original Rorschach tradition. HoweverJl he
introduced a Z scorell to measure the amount of organizational ability demonstrated by the subject in the test. Hertz12 and Klopfer13 bave elaborated on
Rorschach's original scoring categories to formulate a more refined quantitative evaluation ot the record.

Bec~4 and Hertz15 have endeavored to objectify the scoring proced e

9 Rorschach, Psychodiagnostik, 5-48
10 S. J. Beck, Rorschach's

~,I,

Basic Processes, New York,

1944

92-93.
11

Ibid., 58-82.

12 M. R. Hertz, "The Scoring of the Rorschach Ink-Blot Method as
Developed by the Brush Foundation", Rorschach !!!. !5!!.,VI, 1942, 16-27.
13 Klopfer and lCelley, ~ Rorschach '1'echnique, 60-191.

14 Beck, Rorschach·s ~,I, Basic Processes.
15 M. R. Hertz, J'reguencl Tables ~!!.!
chach Inkblot Test rev. ad. Cleveland 1942.

~..!! Scoring!!!~

8

compiling tables to be used in scoring some of the elements of a response.
16
.
Klopfer did not publish tables for scoring but aimed at establishing scori
by

principles and procedures that would cover most of the problems the examiner
would encounter. The scoring symbols of Klopfer and the modifications introduced by Munroe17 are included in Appen41x I.
After scoring the test the data are ready for interpretation. Beck1 ,
Klopfer and Keueyl-9, Rapaport20 a8 well as Rorschach21 himself are some of
leading experts in formulating techniques of test interpretation. The test
be interpretated qualitatively as well as quantitatively so as to give information relative to the structure of personality.
Workers have found numerous applications for the test. It has been
used by clinicians in the diagnosis and study of neuroses, psychoses, organic
brain pathology, e.pi1e,psy, and the effects of drugs and alcohol. Other investigators have found the test valuable in conducting anthropological studies,
offering vocational guidance, and evaluating the efficacy of different
approaches and techniques in therapy.

16 Klopfer and Kelley,

l!!!

Rorschach

Techni~e,

58-82.

17 Ruth L. Munroe, Prediction E!. !!!! Adjustment £!! Academic Performance S?!. College Students !!z .! Modification E!. ~ Rorschach Method, Appl.
Psycho1. Monograph, no. 7, 1945, 2a: 32.
18 S. J. Beck, Rorschach' s~, II,
Pictures, Bev York, 1945.
19 Klopfer and Kelley,

.'!'!!! Rorschach

! Variety S?!. Personality
Technique.

20 D. Rapaport, M. Gill, and R. Scbater, D1ynostic Psychological
Testing, II, Chicago, 1946.
21 Rorschach, PsYChodiagnostik.

lUop:fer and Kelley22 a

vell as J3el123 have compiled

..

9

b1blio:~;raphies

which include lnDst of the published. studies up to 1945 and 1948 respectively.
As the uses and applications of the test widened in scope, variatio

24
in t..'le adclinistration, scoring, and :i.nterpretatiol1 were developed. Bell
enumerates most of these developments. Administration of the test in g:,oup fo
VAS

ini t1ated by Hertz25 and Barrowe!.'-1r1ckson26 • Quanti tati ve evaluation of

the Rorschach record wi til the Inspection Technique vas formulated by l-1unroe
Th~se

27 •

and. other mod1ticatiollS will be described in greatel' detail below ..

One or: the early studies of' reliability of the Rorschach vas made b
Bertz28 .. She used 150 subjects evenly divided between normals and patients

attending psychiatric and psychological clinics. The odd number cards were
i..:;iven in one sitting, and the even number cards two weeks later. For each set

of cards the author computed the W, D, DB, N, total C" and 1 per cent. Relia-

22 Klopfer and Kelley, 'lbe Rorschach Technique, 407-430 and 453-4'" •
23 J. I. Bell, Projective Techniques, New York, 1948, 152-201.

24

~.,

137-151.

25 M. R. Her·tz, "Modification of the Rorschach Inl'i. Blot Test for
1943, 191-212.

LarJe Scale Application" I ~. ~. Orthopsychiat., XIII,

26

M. R. Harrower-Erickson, "Developments oi' the Rorschach Test

:L'O

Large Scale Application", Rorschach Re!. ~., \'111, 1944, 125-140.
~~

27 Munroe, Prediction

Cq11eGe Students, 67-92.

2!

~

Adjustment

.!:!!5!

Academic

Per1:'ormanc~

28 M. R. Hertz, Unpublished Study cited in the author's "The Rel!a
';"lility ot the Rorschach Ill.k-Blot Test",

i.. AE?E!.

Psycho1., XVIII, 1934 , 461.

10
bility coefricients vere corrected by the Brown-Spearman probability formula.
Correlations betveen .39 and .93 vere obtained. The most reliable measures
yere found to be W, D, and P per cent. Total Color and per cent M vere the
least reliable of the scoring categories. In a later study Hertz29 selected
one-hundred records at random from an adolescent group. She compared the responses

or

the odd and even number cards and found that At, 0, and shading

responses vere the most reliable. The Pearson product moment correlations
were .90 and higher. The next in order of reliability were per cent W, Dr, Do
5, Color, A, H, and R. The correlations within this group fell within the .80

to

.89

range. Per cent P vas the least reliable score with correlations fall-

ing in the

.60

and .69 range. 'J.'he Erlibnistyp yielded a correlation of .73.

The author conclUded that a rather high reliabill ty for the various scoring
categories has been demonstrated.

She also compared her reeul ts with those

published by Vernon30 • They both f'ound R and per cent W the most reliable.
Hovever, Vernon did not find that per cent 0, "

pi,

A, and the total Color

represented stable measures. His reliability ror 'the Erlibnistyp was .55.
His average coerr1cient

or

or

correlation vas .54 vh11u that

or

the various methods ror testing the reliability

Hertz was .829.

or

the Rorschach

Test, Piotrowsk1 31 regards the test-retest method as the only satisfactory

29 Hertz, "The Reliability of' the Rorschach Ink-Blot Test", J.
AWl. Psychol., XVIII, 461-477.
-

30 P. E. Vernon, "The Rorschach Ink-Blot Test. III.", Brit. J. Med
Psychol., XIII, 1933, 271- 295, cited in ibid~,475-477.
---- - ---

!..

31 Z. Piotrowski, "The Reliability of' the Rorschach Erlebnistypus"
.Abnorm, Soc. Psycho!., XXXII, 1937, 439.

11

measure. Be af:finns that the methods cited above violate some of the f"Unda-

.

mental premises of the test. The test-retest method was used by Kerr

32

in

studying the records of children. One year elapsed. between the first and
second administration. She found relatively low reliability, as may be expect
ad in view

ot the rapid development throughout childhood. Brosin and Fromm33

reported relative stability of the M:C ratio,

FI

per cent, and the presence 0

Color Shock, bef'ore, during, and after psychoanalysis.
Swift34 made a study of the reliability of the ink-blot test with
children using the Behn-Rorschach with varying time intervals between admin1s
trations. The retests after :fourteen and thirty days were only fairly satisfactory; after ten months, unsatisfactory. The scores on the Behn-Rorschach
had a fairly reliable relation with the scores on the standard Rorschach with
the exception of the Fe responses. The data com.pared favorably Vi th the testretest reliability of the original plates.
Concerning the reliability ot the scoring and interpretation of the
Rorschach records, several studies have been conducted. A rather comprehensiv
study employing several methods ot analysis on the records Ot children was
conducted by Krugman35. In the :first experiment, two inde,pendent interprete.-

32 M. Kerr, "The Rorschach Test Applied to Children", Brit. J.
Psychol., XXV, 1934, 170-185.
---- 33 B. V. Bro.in and E. O. Fromm, "Same Principles of Gestalt Psychology in the Rorschach Experiment", Rorschach!!!!. !5!!., VI, 1942, 1-15.
34 J. W. SY1ft, "Reliability of the Rorschach Scoring Categories
With Pre-SchoOl Children", Child Develp!., XV, 1944, 207-216.

35 J. I. Krugman, It A. Clinical Validation of' the Rorschach with
Problem Children", Rorschach!!!. ~., VI, 1942, 61-70.

12

tions were made for each of twenty records. In turn, three judges were presen ed these records and instructed to match the interpretations. All three judge

made a perfect score in matching. Then the judges rated the interpretations

for the agreement or lack of agreement of the separate statements. They found
essential agreement in 89.6 per cent of the statements, fair agreement in 10
per cent, a lack of agreement in 0.4 per cent. Next, the author had the judge
match twenty-five scored Rorschach records with their interpretations. This
matching procedure yielded a contingency coefficient (C) of
C is

.872.

The maximum

.894.
Ramzy and P1ckard36 investigated the reliability of Rorschach scor-

ing. UsiD6 Beck's system, they scored and then exchanged twenty-five records
each. By comparing their results they arrived at a C of .812 for location (C
of .866 is max:h m.11I1); for Form and Color, a C of .866 (C of .926 is maximum);
for Form and Movement, a C of .906 (C of .949 is maximum); for Shading and Co tent, a C of .863 (C of .866 is maximum). The author regards these resul.ts as
indicative of a rather high reliability for the Rorschach scoring categories.

THE VALInITY OF TIlE RORSCHACH TlST

While MOat investigations in some way test the valid1ty of the
Rorschach aa a diagnostic instrument or a predictive device, the following
studies have been conducted with the specific purpose of testing the valid1t

36 I. Ramzy and P. M. Pickard, "A Study in the Reliability of
Scoring the Rorschach Ink-Blot Test", ~. Genetic Psychol., 1941, 3-10.

13
of the test itself. Benjamin and Ebaugh31 compared blind analyses

o~ f'orty-

six records with psychiatric diagnoses. The Rorschach diagnoses were identic
in thirty-nine cases and comparable in the remaining seven cases. Brussel and

Hitch38 compared the Rorschach interpretations with clinical diagnoses of'
fifty patients. They found complete agreement in 66 per cent ot the cases,
essential agreement in 20 per cent, and partial agreement in 12 per cent.
SY1:f't39 found the ratings of thirty pre- school children when matched with the
Rorschach interpretations yielded a score significant at the 1 per cent level
Young and Biggenbotham40 checked the Rorschach interpretations against
behavior notes of twenty-one boys at a psychiatric camp. They reported that
the Rorschach gave a total personality picture comparable to the records.
However, single determinants in the Rorschach and simple relations between
the scores were of little prognostic value as to adjustment at camp.
THE IISPlI:TIOlf TlICDIQUi

Munroe41 developed a system tor rapid evaluation ot the Rorschach

37 J. D. Benjamin and F. G. Ebaugh, "The DiagnostiC Validity of t
Rorschach Test", .!!!!. i.. P,sychiat., LXXXXIV, 1938, U63-U78.
38 J. A. Brussel and K. S. Hitch, "The Rorschach Method and its
Uses in Military Psychiatry", Psychiat. Quart., XVI, 1942, 3-29.
39 J. W. Swift, "Matching ot Teachers' Descriptions and the Rorschach Analyses ot Preschool Children", Child Devel!!!... r{.. 1945, 196-205.
40 R. A. Young and S. A. Higgenbotham, "Behavior Checks on the
Rorschach Method", !!!!. !.. OrthORqchiat., XII, 1942, 87-95.
~

41 Munroe, Prediction of the Adjustment and Academic Performance
College Students, 21-43.
- -

14
protocol. The record is examined with the aid of a check list

pr~ed

by the

author. An outline of' the check list appears in Appendix IV. This list is
based on the scoring system of Klopfer

42

• A check is entered whenever the

responses in a given category either exceed or are less than normal limits.
The checks are used as a basis for evaluating the level of adjustment of the
student. Munroe states briefly her critera for rating a student as either vel
or poorly adjusted:
For the adjustment rating of 'good' from the Rorschach we required merely
that the student should be able to function reasonably well within the
limits of her capacity, without serious inner tensions or distress. 43

A student receives a rating of "poor" if she gives any indication of
personality disturbance, whether expressed outwardly in difficulties
with the environment; or less openly in feelings of strain, moodiness,
anxiety, or neurotic symptoms; or still more subtly in strong irtftional
limitations or peculiarities of interest, activity, or attitude.
These general cri tera were used to construct a scale of adjustment
with five categories of personality integration as follows:
A. Unusually sound integration of personality. Emotional problems are

ei ther very mild or very vell handled.

B. Emotional problems observable, too slight to affect behavior markedly
or cause serious inner discomfort.
C. Imotional difficulties rather marked, very likely to affect attitudes
interests and performance, but not to an extreme degree.
D. Serious difficulties in meeting reality demands adequately, or mark
inner stress or both.

42 Klopfer and Kelley, ~! Rorschach Technigue, 60-19143 Munroe, Prediction of the Adjustment

2f College Students, 21.
44

Ibid.

~

Academic Performance

15
E. Severe psychopathology. 45
It will be noted that the checks are to serve as a guide and not an
inflexible system for assigning the student to a specific category. However,
Munroe remarks that more than ten checks is indicative of serious maladjustment and. over fifteen is probably indicative of pathology. Yet, in assigning
a student to one ot the tive adjustment categories of the scale, the factor

0

the examiner's Judgment has not been entirely eliminated. This step is probably neither possible nor desirable. What the technique assures is that eve
examiner will base bis judgments on much the same data.

She holds that reaso -

ably qualified examiners could reach approximately the same conclusions.
The in! tial torm of the Inspection Technique was used in a reliabil
i ty study that employed eleven Judges. Each Judge evaluated the same eleven
records by blind. analysis. The Judges ranged in experience from students in
the first year of study to experts. The average rank order correlation of
their ratings was .65. However, the most deviant decisions were made by those
with the most experience. Munroe attributes this paradoxial outcome to the
failure of these judges to adhere strictly to the procedure she outlined
for evaluating the records.
Using 384 women students of Sarah Lawrence College as subjects,
Munroe made two studies of validity. In one study the Rorschach interpretations vere presented to the teachers to be judged as to accuracy and correctness. Of 1,934 ~ecific statements, 75 per cent vere judged correctly by eve
teacher; 17 per cent vere judged correctly by at least one teacher, although

45

~.,

41.
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false by at least one other teacher. Of 178 ratings of academic performance,

.

only four vere markedly discrepant, deviating by more

than four points on a

nine point scale.

In the other study of validity, the 384 students vere each placed
in one of four adjustment categories. The categories are listed in the order
of severity: (1) referral to a psychiatrist, (2) faculty consultation, (3)
rated as having an emotional problem by the committee on student vork, (4)
adequately adjusted. The students had been rated by the Inspection Technique
and placed accordingly in one of the four Rorschach adjustment categories.

No student vas rated as manifesting a severe psychopathological condition.
Of the

Ot

seventy-five subjects rated "A", 84.5 per cent were well adjusted.

104 rated "B", 73.1 per cent vere so rated. Of the eighty-four rated "C",

only 44.6 per cent were so rated. !he author remarks that these ratings vere
"slavishly objective" vith the results that many of the discrepancies disappear with a qualitative examination ot the individual records. In some case
the Rorschach displays a latent condition that as yet has not manifested i tself on a behavioral level46 •
'l.BE GROUP RORSCHACH TlST

One of the most significant innovations in the development ot the
test was the modification for use in a group setting. Harrover-Erickson47
was one of the first to formulate a method for group administration of the

46 Ibid., 1-43
47 M. R. Harrower-Erickson "Directions tor the Administration Ot
the Rorschach Group Test" Rorschach Res. Exch. V 1 41 145-15.
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test. Colored slides were made from the standard blots for projection on a

.

screen. The subjects were given essentially the same instructions as in the
individual test, only in this case they are requested to write out their responses. Several modifications of the instructiions and test procedure as well
as different types of Inquiry were developed by Harrower-Erickson and
Steiner48 and presented in their manual.

STUDIIS RILATID TO THE rORMULATIOli
OF TBJ!l GROUP RORSCHACH METHOD
The in! tial attempts to reproduce the blots on slides did not resul
in uniformly similar reproductions of the test material. However, variations
in the slides have produced highly similar resulta according to studies conducted by Hertzman49 as well as Linder and ChapmanSO. As a solution to this
problem Harrower-lrickson5l suggested a psychological method to select acceptable slides.
Another problem that arises is related to the perceptual difference
between the group and individual form. of the test. In his study, Hertzman52

48 M. R. Harrower-Erickson and M. E. Steiner, Larae Scale Rorschac 11
Techniquess .! Manual !!!! ~ Group Rorschach .!:!!! ~ Multiple Choice ~,
Springfield, 1945.
49 M. Hertzman, It A Comparison of the Individual and Group Rorschae
Tests", Rorschach!!!. ~., VI, 1942, 89-108.
50 R. M. Linder and IC. W. Chapman, "An Electic Group Method", Rors
chach!!!. ~., VI, 1942, 139-146.
51 M. R. Harrower-Erickson, "Group Test Techniques. A Discussion
an Electic Group Method", Rorschach!!!.. ~., VI, 1942, 147-152.
52 Hertzman," A Comparison of the Individual and Group Rorschach
Tests", Rorschach Res. Exch., VI, 89-108.
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noted this discrepancy and holds that it is the difference in the

.

.
two methods

that accounts for the differences in same of the results. These differences
!iIUst be taken into account when evaluating records obtained in the group
setting.
Different variations in administration were introduced in an effort
to more closely simulate the individual setting. Originally, Bertz53 used a
trial blot prior to administration of the test proper to compensate for the
lack of clarity in the instructions for some ot the subjects. Furthermore,
she believed that this would alao ccmpensate for the hesitancy of the subject
to reveal himself in the group situation. However, Hertz 54 later rejected thi
procedure remarking that the use of the trial blot was no more justified in
the group than in the individual setting. Concerning the rotation of the
slides, Linder and Cbapman55 maintain that this procedure merely introduces
a greater disparity between the two methods as relatively few subjects rotate
all the cards and even fever view them. in all four positions.

VariOUS investigators have experimented with different exposure tim s
:for the slides. Sender56 found that one and one-half minutes was sufficient
time for the Performance and two minutes per slide was enough t1Dle tor the

53 M. R. Bertz, "The Method of Administration of the Rorschach Ink
Blot Test", Child Devlp!., VII, 1936, 237-254.
54 M. R. Bertz, "Comments on the Standardization of' the Rorschach
Group Method", Rorschach!!!. !!2!!., VI, 1942, 154.

VI, 140.

55

Linder and Chapman, "A Elect1c Group Method", Rorschach

!!!.Ex

56 S. Sender, "The Influence of Variation in Rorschach Method Administration upon the Scorabi11ty of the Records", Rorschach!!!. !!£!!., VII,
1943, 68-69.

.,
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Inquiry. Bertz57 used two minutes in the Perfoz:m,ance, while Steinzor58 exposed
the blot tor two minutes in the upright and then two minutes in the inverted

position. Harrower-Erickson maintains that for rough screening one and onebalf 1s better than three minutes. Yet, Hertzman60 asserts that the three min-

ute limit reduces productiv1ty tor the college group as compared With the1r
output on the individual test. ror a less talented group Barrower-Brickson and
Steiner61 report no substantial d1fterence between the group and the ind1v1duaJ
nethod. Furthermore, Bertzman62 maintains that there is no change of signs
that are used in screening if' an exposure time of three minutes is used. Even

less time may produce etfective results.
Three types of Inquiry were developed for the group form ot the test
They represent varying degree. of suggestion offered the subjects in an etfort

to closely simulate the indiVidual test situation. The amount ot prompting to
be used in the group situation for most effective results is not easily deter-

mined. While meager instructions usually tail to elicit suf'ticient information

57 Bertz, "The Method ot Administration ot the Rorschach Ink-Blot
Test", Child Devlpm., VII, 237-254.
58 B. Steinzor, "Rorschach Responses ot Achieving and Bon-Achieving
College Students ot High Ability", ~. !.. Orthopsychiat., XIV, 1944, 494.
59 Harrower-Brickson, "Developments ot the Rorschach Test tor Large
Scale Application", Rorschach Res. Exch., VIII, 128.

60 Bertzman, It A Comparison of the Ind1Vidual and the Group Rorschach Tests", Rorschach!!!. !!:!!., VI, 89-108.
ques,

37.

61 Harrower-Erickson and Steiner, Large Scale Rorschach Techni-

62 Bertzman, It A Comparison ot the Individual and the Group Rorschach Tests", Rorschach!!!. !5!!., VI, 89-108.
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from most subjects, too much information would supposedly call the subject's
attention to aspects of the blots he would leave unnoticed if left to his own
initiative. The Inquiry methods listed below represent different approaches
this problem.
The Minimum Prodding Inquiry was originated by Bertzman63. The subjects were instructed to locate their responses and explain what aspects of
the blot gave rise to their concepts.
The Tutorial Inquiry was developed by Sender6.4. This procedure permits the examiner to give the subjects examples of the use of the various
determinants in their elaborationa Yithout

~ecific

mention of the determinan s

aa such. ror example, the examiner would remark that the subject may have a
the bears on Card VIII as climbing fran rock to rock.
The Specific Factor Inquiry vas formulated by Harrower-lrickson65 •
She mentions each determinant by name and instructs the subject to check the
corresponding symbol if this determinant more completely describes his experi
ence in formulating the concept in question.
Several vorkers have experimented Vi th the various types of inquiry
outlined above. All investigators agree that some form of inquiry is necess
The most essential part of any inquiry is the location of the responses on a
location chart which contains miniature acromatic reproductions of the blots.

63 ~., 89-91

64 Sender, "The Influence of Variation in Rorschach Group Method
Administration", .;;;R;,;;o.;;.r.;;.sc;;;ha;;;;;..;;c;.;;;h.!!!. !!!:!!., VII, 68-69.

65 Harrower-Erickson, "Directions for the Administration of the
Rorschach Group Test" I Rorschach.!!!. !!:!!., V, 145-148.
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Both Bertz66 and larrover-Iricltson67 found that records scored without this

.

information vere unreliable. Jlertzman68 found the Minimum

Prodding

Inquiry

satisfactory to elicit the desired facts vhen used vith college students.
Linder and Chapman69 com;pared the individual with the group test on a group
of coUege students and reported similar results. Bertzman, Orlansky, and

Set tz70 found that the '!'utorial Inquiry vas of' some value vben preceded by

the Minimum Prodding Inquiry. In ad41 tion, on leaving the room the subjects
were questioned on the doubt:tul responses. Sender71 compared three methods of
inquiry. A qualitative evaluation of results indicated that the Minimum Prodding

Inquiry yielc1s meager material with a lov intelligence group. Additional.

instructions are otten necessary. The '!'utorial Inquiry is generally more sui table according to Sender and is preferred by Bertz72 as vell. The Specific
Factor Inquiry is often misleading. !'he question arises as to whether or not
the examiner should Bcore the record according to the determinants listed by

66 Bertz, "Comments on the Standardization of the Rorschach Group
Method", Rorschach Res. Ixch., VI, 153-155.
;;..0,.;,........................ _ _

67 lIarrover-Brickson, "Developments of the Rorschach Test for Large
Scale Applications", ;;,;R;;;,or_s_c;;;;h;;;;s;;;c;;;;h !!!. !!5!., VnI, 125-129.
68 Jlertzman, "A Comparison of the Individual and Group Rorschach
fests", ;;,;I...
or
...s...c;,;;ha=c;;;;h!!!. !!S!., VI, 106-108.
69 R. M. Linder and K. V. Chapman, "The Group Rorschach: a Screening Device", Yearb. ~. 72nd Annual ~. Correction, 1942, 87-89.
10 M. Bertzman, J. Orlansky, and C. :Po Seitz, "Further Studies in
the Rorschach Reactions at 11gb Altitudes", in preparation.

11 Sender, "The Influence ot Variations in Rorschach Grrup 114ethod
Administration", Rorschach!!!.. !!S,!., VII, 54-69.
12 Bertz, "Comments on the Standardization of the Rorschach Group
Method", Rorschach!!!. ~., VI, 73-159.
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the subject.
In her own study, Sender73 conducted an investigation on the Minimum Prodding and Tutorial Inquiries with vocational schOOl, junior college,
and college students as subjects. Evaluation of the differences indicated
the vocational school students yielded the largest number of significant
ratios indicating significant differences between the two methods of inquiry.
The ratios tor the Fc/c· and

rc categories are significant for

all the groups

indicating that both methods produce greater divergencies of scores in these
determinants. The highest significant rat10s were 1n the' determinant. This
maybe eJepected as any change in another determinant aff'ects ,. The cr1 tical
ratios tor M are not significant.
!here is no significant ditterence between the number ot subjects
affected by each inquiry method. Also, the number of subjects adding new information is not significant but the extent to which they give additional
information is significant. Consequently, there are certain subjects who are
induced by either method to add information about determinants, but these s
subjects respond to the two methods to a signif1cantly different extent. She
concludes that the Minilllum. Prodding Inquiry gives less misleading inf'ormati
than does the Tutorial Inquiry.

Steinzor74 shoved the slides for two minutes in the upright posi ti
and two minutes inverted. Be Used the Minimum. Prodding Inquiry follOWed by

73 Sender, "The Influence of Variation in Rorschach Group Method
Administration", ....
R....
o...
rs...c...h..,8...C....
h!!!. ~., VII, 54-69.
74 Steinzor, "Rorschach Responses of Ach1eving and Non-Achieving
Students of High Ability", ~. ~. Orthopaychiat., XIX, 494-504.
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the Specific Factor Inquiry. A special set of additional blots was developed
for testing the l1m1 ts. He concluded that the Specific Factor Inquiry was th
most sui table for all groups.
Linder75 used the group form in federal prisons experimenting with
different types of administration and inquiry. He concluded that satisfactory

and coaparable resu!ts are obtained even though variables such as rotation of
the slides, varying time exposures, different groups of subjects, and poorly
prepared transparencies are introduced..

Ca4PARIBOlI OF mE DDIVIDUAL
A1U) GROUP RORSCltACB TJlST
Harrower-Erickson76 was one of the first to study the differences
between the individual and group forms of the test. Using 110 college student
as subjects, she divided them into tour groups: two control and two experimental. The control groups repeated the individual and the group test respectivel)". The two experimental groups took the ind1vidual and the group test J
one took the individual, the other, the group test first. Within tive

~B

the tests were repeated. In the second test, regardless of the torm used,
group or 1nd1Vidual, there was a decrease in the number of W With an increase
in all detail re~nses, as well as a slight decrease in OF with a concurrent
increase in Fe responses. There was also a change in the F per cent as well a

75 R. M. Linder, "A Further Contribution to the Group Rorschach"
!!£!!., VII, 1943, 7-15.
'

Rorschach!!!.

76 lIarrower-Er1ckson, "Group Test Techniques. A Discussion ot an
Electic Group Method", Rorschach!!!. ~., VI, 147-152.

.
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an occasional reversal of the M: C ratio. The author concluded that the change
that did occur may be attributed to the repetition of the test and not to the
change in method. In addition, regardless of the experimental method used no
subject gave a retest record identical to his original test.
Hertz77 maintains that for both forms of the test, the individual
and the group, the various formulas for traits vere similar as vere the total

persOnalit7 pictures developed fram the records.
Hertzman78 used two groups of matched subjects.
the indiVidual, the other, the group form of the test.

One

group was given

i'here vas no test

repetition in this experiment. In the group form she noted more W with maIlY'
of the W coming as the first response to the card. She also noted more M in
the group form, often as a first response in a W area. In the individual torm

there vas more nt, a greater number of color responses, more use of shading
and a higher F per cent. On the contr&r7, Munroe79 as well as Buckle and

Cook80 report a greater number of responses to the group form. and an increas
use of shading. The discrepancies are ascribed to the personality differences
found in the various groups.

Hertzman and Seitz80 used the group form to stud7 the effects of

77 M. R. Hertz,. "The Validit7 Of the Rorschach Group Method" I
Psychol. ~., XXXIX, 1942, 514 (abstract).

78 Hertzman, "A Comparison of the Individual and Group Rorschach
Tests", -.R...
or
...s....c;.;h..,a..,c,;;;;h!!!. ~., VI, 89-108.
79 R. L Munroe, "Rorschach Findings on College Students", J.
Consult. Psychol., X, 1946, 315-316.
-

80 D. F. Buckle and. P. H. Cook, "Group Rorschach Method: Technique
Rorschach Res. Bxeh., VII, 1943, 159-165.

--
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Bertzman and Seitz81 used the gr"O'up torm to study the effects ot
ai.lllulated high altitude atmospbere conditions on personality. They find that

the group form is at least as sensitive as the individual. form of the test.
While the group form may be expected to yield satisfactory resu! ts

with college students, satisfactory results from a less talented population
were not anticipated. However, ~ secured good cooperation from persons
'Ifi th an IQ range between seventy and ninety. !.hese records could be scored and

evaluated without d1t:f'iculty. Furthermore, Harrover-lrick,son83 found that psychotic patients have been brought to take the test in the group setting when,
because of suspicion and an extremely negative attitude, the individual. method
failed. S1m1larly, Butt84 discovered that in the group situation responses
were elicited that were not expres8ed in the individual setting. Lind.er85 administered the group form to inmates in a federal pen! tentiary. He got essentially the same results from. the group as from the ind1vidual form of the test

Ie found the Group Rorschach a useful device in the prison setting.

81 M. aertzman and C. ,. Seitz, "Rorschach Reactions at High Altitudes", ~. Psychol., XII, 1942, 245-251.
Yearbook

B2 R. S. Dunay, "Psychiatric Techn1ques and Rehabilitation" I
Probation Association, 1942.

2! !a! American

83 M. R. Harrower-Bricksonl "Personality Testing in Penal Institutions", lrobation, XXII, 1943, 1-6.
84 M. Butt, "Some Dotes on the Usetulness of the Rorschach Method
and the Rorschach as a Group Test" I paper ree.d at the sumposium on the use of
the Rorschach method in the Armed Forces l 1944, cited in Harrower-Erickson
and Ste1nerl ~ge Scale Rorschach Technigues, 47.

85 Linder,

chach!!!.

~.,

tf

A Further Contribution to the Group Rorschach", Rors-

VII, 14.
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FREQUENCY TABLES TO BE USED IN
SCORING '!'BE RORSCHACH

Hertz

86

compiled a set ot tables to serve as a scoring guide tor us

wi th the Rorschach Test. The tables list W, normal and rare detail responses,

FI

and F- responses, as well as

01

and 0- responses. To gather data

tor these

tables, the Group Rorschach test was administered to three hundred students

ot Patrick Henry Junior High School, Cleveland, Ohio. The group was equally
divided as to sex, and selected as representative ot the average American
born white adolescent. They were selected at random as to age, class standing
and school grade. Although the author endeavored to get a normal distribution

ot intelligence, the average IQ vas 107.2 with a standard deviation ot 14.3.
This places the group slightly above average. The mean age of the group was
14.2 years with a standard deviation ot 10.26 years.
In administering the test, a trial blot was used. The slides vere
exposed tvo minutes each. Reliability ot scoring was tested by selecting
one hundred records at random tor scoring. There was very high agreement in
scoring between several judges. The reliability ot the test vas checked by
the split-halt technique. These reliabUity scores ranged trom .6 to .9,
which vere considered satistactory. The author concluded that these norms
correspond in general to those reported by Rorschach tor adults and to
those published by three other investigators tor similar age groups.
The discrepancies that do occur are probably &C§2unted tor by the tact
that the present group is a high average group. '(

86 Hertz, Frequency Tables.

87 M. R. Hertz, "The Rorschach Norms tor an Adolescent Age Group",
Child Develpm., VI, 1935, 75.
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A specific procedure was used in scoring and classifying the responses. In scoring

FI

and

F-,

all the form responses that occurred with a

frequency of 50 per cent or better were scored plus. The reruainder were evaluated separately by three to five Judges, each Yorking 1ndependently. Responses occurring 80 per cent or more were scored Pi those occurring no more than
one in a hundred were scored 0- or

01

depending on the form quality.

':rm: RORSCHACH TEST APPLIED
TO OCCUPATIOlW. GROUPS

Bumerous studies have been

made

on occupational groups with the

Rorschach Test. Most investigators look for distinguishing characteristics
which would differentiate an occupational group from the general population
with the intention of using this information for vocational guidance and
employment selection.
Piotrowski 88 has developed tentative norms tor use in vocational
guidance and Job placement. These norms were set up to aid the Rorschach
examiner in predicting the attitudinal and behavioral tendencies of an individual in a Job situation. Specifically, this method of analysis Will give
information relative to the person's drive, performance, persistence, his
attitudes toward work, authority, and his own age group, as well as his willingness to acc~t responsibility and show initiative. Balinski89 found these

88 Z. Piotrowski, "Tentative Rorschach Formulas for Educational
Vocational Guidance in Adolescence", Rorschach Res. ~., VII, 1943, 16-27.

89 B. Balinski, "A Note on the Use of the Rorschach in the Selection of Supervisor Personnel", Rorschach!!!. Exch., VIII, 1944, 184-188.
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norms useful in selecting the more appropriate man for promotion to a super"liBOry

position. The employe's immediate supervisor rated him after a year

on the Job. The supervisor not only found the man satisfactory but in additi
his ratings of the individual confirmed most of the specific statements of

the Rorschach evaluation.
In a later study Plotrowski 90 used an empirical approach in eval-

uating mechanical workers With the Group Rorschach Test. He found a correlation of .846 between superior workers and four Rorschach signss (1) at leas
one 14, (2) no loss of productivity on Cards IV and VI, (3) high "evidence·
or specification, (4) no Won the last three cards determined by form alone.
Ross, Ferguson, Chalke9l administered the Group Rorschach to one
hundred officer candidates undergoing training. While the investigators
found that eight signs occurred on the records of one group with greater fre-

quency, when these norms were applied to tvo hundred additional officer
candidates, selection was improved by only 10 per cent better than chance.
The author concluded that the slight improvement does not Justify the use of

the test.
Prados92 was one of the first to conduct a study on artists (paint-

90 Z. Piotrowski, B. Candee, B. Balinski, S. Holtzbers, B. Von
Arnold, "Rorschach Signs in the Selection of Outstanding Male Mechanical
Workers", ~. Psychol., XVIII, 1944, 131-150.
91 w. D. Ross, G. A. Ferguson, and F. C. R. Chalkee, "The Group
Rorschach Test in Officer Selection", Bull. Cana4. Psychol. Assoe., V, 1945,

84-86.

- -

92 M. Prados, "Rorschach Studies on Artist-Painters. I. Quantitative Analya1s", Rorschach !!!. !!:!!., VIII, 1944, 178-183.
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ers) using the individual form of the Rorschach. He found the records of the
more outstanding ones deviated considerably fram the majority of those of
average success. The records indicate superior 1ntelligence, dislike of routine matters, sensitive and emot10nal responsiveness to the environment.
'!'bey compensate for their deficiency in environmental adjustment With a rich

inner life.
Roe93 conducted a study on twenty eminent artists. The Rorschach
records indicate they constitute an extremely heterogenous group. The Munroe
Inspection Technique ranged from three to eighteen with a mean of 10.3. In
general, her results are similar to those of Prados mentioned above. Bowever,
these averages tend to be aggregates rather than representat10ns of a

dominan

group tendency.
Later, Roe94 made a study of twenty eminent biologists with the
Group Rorschach. More consistent trends appeared in these records. In general
M was low with an average of 2.5, W is increased but not excessive, Dd is
increased with an emphasis on dr. While in same cases it is possible to note
similarity of approach with type of work performed, a biologist cannot be
identified from his Rorschach record. The Munroe In.,ection Technique scores
average 7.7, which is considerably below that of the artists, who had an
average score of 10.3.

93 A. Roe, "Painting

and Personal1 ty", Rorschach Res. ~., X,

1946, 86-100.
94 A. Roe, "A Rorschach Study of a Group of Scientists and Technicians", ~. Consult Psycho1., X, 1946, 317-327.
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Anderson and Munroe95 administered the Group Rorschach to twenty
students engaged in creative painting, twenty students in composition and
design, and forty students fram the general liberal arts population of Sarah
Lawrence College. The authors found a marked difference between the painting
and the design groups in their manner of elaboration of M responses. Also,
several Signa are significant at the 1 per cent level of confidence. The
creative painting group is characterized by a low number of "

a high number

of M, a Wide range of response categories, and an absence of Color Shock.
The deSign group shows contrary tendencies.
Kurtz96 made a study of life insurance managers using the Group
Rorschach. Of the eighty sales managers, forty-tvo were rated very successful,
while thirty-eight vere rated very unsatisfactory. The author engaged Marguiles, Nehr, and other ROl"lIlu::hacll u;perts to administer the test and analyze
the data. They developed a set of signs that vould correctly classii"y all
the men in their respective category. The sign system vas then applied to
another group consisting ot torty-one sales managers, twenty-one satistactorj
and twenty poor. They found a correlation of .17 With performance ratings.
The author regarded this tinding as very unsatistactory in view of the
correlation ot .30 between age and success.

95 I. Anderson and R. Munroe, "Personality Factors Involved in
Student Concentration on Creati va Painting and Commercial Art", Rorschach
!!!. ~., XII, 1948, 141-154.
96 A. K. Kurtz, "A Research Test of the Rorschach Test", Personne,j
PsYCholOSl, I, 1948, 47-56.
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McCandless97 administered the Rorschach to students in an officer
cand.idate sehool in the US Maritime Service to investigate the differential
characteristics ot achievers and nonachievers. ':he subjects were matehed on
the Army General Classification Test (AGCT) and averaged on the Mechanieal
Comprehension Test, Iowa Silent Reading Test, Stanford Advanced Arithmetic
Reasoning Test, as well as :for age, amount of education, marital status, and
year in school enrollment. When the Rorschach results were analyzed aecording
to the usual scoring categories, only the number of Papular responses (the
achievers had more) differentiated the groups at the 1 per cent level. Rowever, trends were noted. ':he achievers were characterized by more emotional
control, greater productivity, les8 anxiety, increased frequency of signs
indicative of conform! ty, more DII Dd, and S. The Munroe Inspection Technique
scores averaged. 12.1 for the achievers and 11.4. for the nonachievers.
lIal'rower and Cox98 made a study of institutional personnel using
the Group Rorschach. The group examined included subgroups of Supervisors in
the Engineering Division, CoPywriters, Artists, Insurance Men, and Organists.
In most of these groups only trends were noted. However, the data were not

treated statistically. Yet, there were QParent difterences between superior
and interior CoPywriters. The superior group gave more responses, more M,
less F per cent, and vere predominantly introvers1ve while the interior group

97 B. R. McCandless, "The Rorschach as a Predictor of Academic
Success", !. . .5?1!. PSlchol., XXXIn, 1949, 134-139.
98 G. J. Harrower and K. J. Cox, "rhoe Results Obtained from a
Number of Occupational Groupings on the Protessional Level with the Rorschac
Group Method", ~. Canad. Psycho1. Assoc., II, 1942, 31-33.
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were found to be predominantly ambi-egual.
Steiner99 made a somewhat similar study on groups of industrial.
workers. She ga.ve the Rorschach to Engineers, Clel·ical Workers, Advertising
Copywriters, Commercial Artists. Both Harrower and Cox and Steiner agree tha
the Engineers emphasize W responses. liowever, Harrower and Cox report many
M and more Fe than CF, while Steiner finds few M and CF more frequent than Fe
in her group. The Copywriters in both groups studied gave a large number of
responses and many M. The other scoring categories were not directly com.parable since each investigator reported different scoring categories. In c
paring the Commercial Artists with the Visualizers of the former study, we
find that they both ga.ve a very high number of' responses, used CF twice as

often as Fe, emphasized V, and kept F within normal limits. In the studies
cited above by Roe and Prados on artists, there is substantial agreement
with the prewent findings in that the former investigators noted excessive
use of V and a high sum C with reduced FO. Yet, while Harrower found. an
average M of seven, Roe reports reduced )( but excessive movement. Prados
reports M greater than N. Roe pursued her study farther and noted striking
parallels between style of' painting and Rorschach reactions.
ReigerlOO used the Rorschach in evaluating applicants for high
level industrial jobs. The author rated the individual on a four point scale.
A rating of one was superior while a rating of four constituted a rejection.

99 M. E. Steiner, ~ Psychologist
Series Monogr~h, Springfield, 1949.
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The Rorschach Ratings correlated .15/.05 Wi. th the ratings of an interviewer
using

So

patterned interview technique. Since the validity of the interview

has been previously demonstrated, the author concluded that the Rorschach is
a useful test and can predict Job fitness. In another study, Reigerl°l administered the Rorschach to members of various occupational groups. She coneluded that this study
showed few statistically significant differences between groups. The
only important Tesult is the distinction found between those Who deal
With verbal concepts (chiefly administrative but including salesmen,
engineers, clerical workers, and personnel workers) and those who work
with their hands (supervisors and fa:raers). Personality patternt'J cannot be reliably used for placement, selection, and guidance. These
finding8 (the lack of patterns) should not be construed. as a denial of
the ~rtance of the descriptive elements of the Rorschach results in
selection and guidance. 102 •
Reiger recommends that the data be no longer used to look for general occupationa! patterns but rather for the specific requirements of the Job and its
place in the organization. The Rorschach wUl evaluate the strength and weaknesses of the applicants.
THI RORSCHACH TlST .APPLIED TO STUDIITS
In the past, several investigators have used the Rorschach to pre-

dict academic success. Montal tol03 conducted a study on ninety women students
of the University of Cincinnati. They were all members of the Junior and

ities",

i..

101 A. J'. Beiger J "The Rorschach Test and Occupational Personal~. Psychol., xxnn, 191+9, 572 -..
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senior class. There were torty-six achievers

~

forty-four nonach1evers.

They were given the .ACE as well as the Group Rorschach. With intelligence

held constant, :five signs were tound that would differentiate the two groups.
TlU'ee of the signs are positive: (1) less than 50 per cent F, (2) two or

more FcJn, (3) les8 than 50 per cent A; while

two of the signs are negative:

(4) W:M ratio is 2:1, (5) 40-60 per cot ot the responses are on the last

three cards, Using these signs she found a correlation of .398 between the
Rorschach and grades; .207 between the Rorschach and the ACEJ and .398
between grades and the ACE. With the ACE held constant she found a correlation

of • 255J •92 between the Rorschach and grades. She concluded that the achievers

possess more signs ot adJustment than the nonachievers. Yet the achievers
llave neurotic trends in their personalities which seem to be a pertinent

factor contributing to their academic success.
'J.'hom.p80nlO4 administered the Group Rorsehach to a freshman class

a.t Santa Barbara College composed of 128 students of which 63 per cent were
male and 37 per cent were female. The criteron used was grades at the close

of the first semester. The extreme quartiles were chosen for comparison. Of
the original fifty scoring categories and signs, thirty-four were found to
discriminate between the two groups. These Rorschach signs correlated .52
\1:l.th grades. The r dropped to

.50 when the number of eategories was cut to

sixteen. JIowever, the Altus Measure of Verbal Aptitude correlates .6h.. with

grades and the Rorschach correlates .43 with the Altus. In view ot the

l!i2!..

104 G. M. Thompson, "College Grades and the Group Rorschach", J.
Psychol., XXXII, 1948, 398-407.
-
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common factors in both tests, twenty Rorschach signs vere selected that correlated positively with grades and negatively with intelligence and aptitude.
This group of signs yielded e. correlation of .38 with grades and. .04 with
aptitude. By partialling out aptitude, the Rorschach data correlate .46 with
grades and when combined with aptitude yields a multiple correlation of .73.
If only thirteen Rorschach items are used, the correlation drops to .34 with
grades but rises to .07 when compared with aptitude.
Shoemaker and Rohrerl0 5 made a study of various factors leading to
success in a medical college. They tested seventy-seven freshmen of the
University at Oklahoma School of Medicine. They found the highest correlation
between grades and the Professional Aptitude Test, an r of .48. A differen.tia! pattern was found in the Rorschach Test for the over and under achieve
as measured by the results
points

earnee.

0:

the PrOfessional Aptitude Test and the grade

at the end ot the first year of medicine. The Rorschach data

revealed (1) white-black shock in the students of high intelligence :1s an
indication of' over achievement, (2) the students with deep seated anxiety
tend to over achieve, (3) Color Shock tends to accompany a lowering of ace.dem1c efficiency.
The present investigation Was patterned after the study conducted
at Sarah Lawrence CoUege by Ruth Munroel06 • In this research, the freshmen

105 I. A. Shoemaker and J. H. Rohrer, "Relation 'between Success in
the Study of Medicine and Certain Psychological and Personal Data", J. Assoc •
.2! ~. !!!!. £EY., XXIII, 1948, 190-201_
~
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classes from. 1940 to 1942 comprising 348 women .were used as subjects. The .ACE

and Group Rorschach were administered to the students on entering the college.
The Inspection 'leclmique, cited above, was used to evaluate the data. The Jel
scores and Rorschach ratings were compa.red with grades in academic work. Using

the chi-square technique, she found the following ratios significant at the 1
per cent level. A comparison of grades and ACB scores yielded a contingency

eoefficient (C) of .36 (.39 corrected)107, a comparison of grades and the
Eorscbach adjustment ratings gave a C of .43 (.49 corrected). Combining Rorschacl.l and ACE data a chi-square

was obtained significant at the .001 level.

The author did not compute C. Her results will be presented in greater detail

in a later chapter.
CronbachloB in his critical evaluation of the previous Rorschach
research as to the aptness of the statistical teclm1ques employed, aP.froved

of the methodoloe;y used by Munroe in bel" studJr cited above. Later, he conducted an investigationlO9 of' his own to parallel her study. Be adm1nistered. the

Group Rorschach to two hundred undergraduate students at the Un!versi ty of

Chicago. Ifhe records were evaluated by the Inspection Techn1que. The adJust-

raent ratings of the Inspection Technique compared with the average grade on
the caupreb.ensive examination of f'irst year students y1el.ded an

formulas

1"

of .17.

107 I. P. Guilford, Psychometric Methods, New York, 1936, 157,
1490 and 150.

108 L. J. Cronl)a.cll, "Statist1cal Methods Applied to the Rorschach
Scores: a Review", Psycbol. ~., XLVI, 1949, 425.
109 L. J. Cronbach, "Studies ot the Group Rorschach in Relation to
success in the College of' the University of Chicago", J. Iduc. PSlch., XLI,

1950, 165.
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The subjective rating of adjustment made by the heads of the dormitories
correlated .25 with grades. Yet neither measure would enhance a multiple
correlation. When comparisons vere made between grades of second and fourth
year students and. Rorschach adjustment ratings, the correlations approached

zero. While more extensive analysis showed. that good adjustment may in part
compensate for lQw academic aptitude, this finding 1s based on too few cases
to be accepted with confidence. No significant correlation was found between
achievers and any single Rorsebaeh indicator when the ACE was held constant.

Few single Rorschach indicators show any degree of relation with ACE scores.
None are statistically significant.
l10
Recently, aertz
rertewed current Rorschach problems. Ber comments on the research using the Group Rorschach were rather severe. She

remarks that the value of the test in educational and occupational. settings
has not been demonstrated. Prediction of performance has not been consistentl
demonstrated nor bave the followup studies of the successful predictions confirmed the in! tial findings. She concludes that

to date no group method has been reliably established as Valid, scoring
norms for such factors as normal details, popular reaponaes, form quality, and the like have not been determined, and adequate group norms
have not been amassed for ae age groups which bave been studied by
means of the group methodl •
Furthermore, ahe observes that we do not know if the same principles of interpretation 8P.Ply to the group aa to the individual Rorschach. The writer's
comments on theae remarks will $p,pear below.

nique",

!..

110 M. R. Hertz, "Current Problema in Rorschach 'lheory and TechPro,1. ~. , XV, 1951, 325.
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SUMMA.RY AND DISCUSSION

Comparisons of academic success and ACE scores yield correlations
ranging from .41 to .52. These correlations are suf'f'iciently high to indicate
that there is a substantial relation between these variables.
!be Rorschach Test presents several problems that are unique to

this type of test. While problems of validity and reliability are inter-related in all tests, the relation is somewhat more inter-dependent in the Rors-

chach than in a group intelligence test of the multiple choice variety. While
the Rorschach is proported to reveal the structure of personality, it is
known to be influenced by transitory conditions such as high altitude atmospehric conditions. However, Just exactly what factors are relatively stable
and which are affected by temporary states are not precisely determined as
yet. Consequently, in a study of reliability the examiner does not know
whether the variations from test to retest represent a lack of stability of
the measure, practice effect, or meaningful personality changes.
On any

test a low index of reliability using the split-half techni-

que would indicate that the test

prob~ly

does not measure uniformly and con-

sistently the factors involved. However, in evaluating the Rorschach Test
data the variations from card to card and from response to response that are
usually responsible for the low -.plit-half reliability indices cannot be
considered as an undesirable feature of the test. These intertestvariations
are one of the most Significant diagnostic features of the technique especially in the records of clinical subJects. Consequently, at least for some
records this method of evaluating reliability is unsuitable.

...

On
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the other band" the test-retest method of reliability evaluation

presents the problem of practice effect. While pract1ce effect in an inteUigenee test usua.l.ly amounts to nothing but an occasional slight increase in
test score" the changes in the retest Rorschach are not so clearly defined.
While the records are usually highly similar,

ther~

are defin1 te changes that

seemingly arise more from repeating the test than from interim modifications
in personality--if the teet is repeated within a week u.sing the group form.

U:o:fortunate1y, this problem of practice effect has usue.lly been studied from
the standpoint of' statistical frequencies of the various scoring categories
in the teat and retest recorda rather than from the psychological or interpretative significance of' the two sets of records. lfeedless to say, whether
or not there are statistically significant similarities or differences in
aggregates of scores 1s less

~ortant

than if the psychological interpre-

tat ions of the test and retest are substantially the eame or different. Yet
even more important is the determination of what factors are likely to relnain
constant from test to retest over a relatively brief period and which are
likely to vary as a result of practice effect and slight personality fluctuations. Seemingly" without this information investigators Will be unable to
achieve consistently high validity coefficients in predicting tuture behavior
and clinical progress.

Supposedly much practice effect would be eliminated by the use of
a parallel set of blot.. However, the studies using the para1l.el sets are few
and somewhat inconclusive. Bowever, current research indicates that some

determinants occur With greater or les8 frequency in the Behn-Rorschach than

:Ln the original test. T'Jlese differences must be taken into considera.tion in
1nterpretating the test resul.ts. At present then the Behn-Rorsche.ch must be
regarded as a highly similar but not a parallel set of blots.
In general the test apparently has a somewhat satisfactory relia..

bility and actually measures some permanent

factor~

of personality even

thou~

these are not demonstrated with utisfactory statistical techniques. Were
this not the case, it is doubtful if any high correlations would be secured
in comparing data and critera.
The same record scored by two examiners, matching of interpretation
made by two different examiners, and. the matching of scoring and 1nterpreta....
tion of the same records bave been demonstrated to bave very high reliabUi ty
Numerous studies have been conducted on the valldi ty ot the Ror8chach. When diagnostic categories or general estimates of adjustment are made
from test data and compared with psychiatric diagnoses or general behavior
ratings, the validity is usually rather high. However, specific types of
behavior related to individual scores are not found to have very high validity according to moet studies.
Munroe developed the Inspection Technique as a method for rapid,
objective evaluation at the Rorschach protocol. !he reliability of the technique is rather high 1f the examiner cl08ely follow8 the instructions. In
like manner the vali41 ty of the method is also high when the adjustment
ratings are compared With objective evaluat10ns of behavior •
.A group form of the Rorschach Te8t bas been developed in wh1ch the

" blots are projected on a screen.

~

workers think that this modification
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is basically the same as the individual test with the exceptior! of the
possible differences between the slides a-nd blots, and the perceptual
differences arising from the nature of the projection medium.

or

course,

there may be alao group facilitation or defacUitation, but this will be
discussed below. Different exposure times have bee"'!. tried ranging from. one
and one-halt to three minutes. In some experiments the slides were left in

the upright position; in others, they were rotated. Substantially similar
resu! ts were obtained by all methods.
Three different types of inquiry were developed. They are referred

to as the Minimum Prodding, the Tutorial, and the Specific Factor Inqu.iry.
The Minimum Prodding Inquiry is preferred by aome workers because it elicits

the least misleading information. Yet none of these methods elicit information equivalent to the material obtained. by the individual inquiry.
Studies ca:r.q>aring the group with the individual torm of the test
reveal certain differences in the two techniques. However, many of the
ditterences

r~rted

as to trequency of the various determinants are likely

to be a fu.nction ot the groups tested. rather than difterences arising from
the methods used. The only trend consistently reported by most workers is
the occurrence ot a larger number of W in the group form of the test. In one
study of the group and individual method matched groups were used. Rowever,
it is not known how much similarity or difference may be expected in the
Rorschach records of subjects matched in even several traits and characteriatics. Unless this 1s determined.. matching ot groups for comparison 0'£
these two methods 1s stiU as likely to reflect the

di:f'fer~nces

of the groups

as the dif't'erences of the methods.
The results of the test as a f'wlction of the group situation are
dapelldent on the personality of the subject. Some individuals ot varying
levels of adJustment preteI' the group

jects are more

re~nsive

fOl"Ill.

to the individual test. These sub-

in the group setting.

Various studies have been conducted on occupatio:n.a.l groups. While
individuals cannot be differentiated occupationaJ.ly on the basiS of their
Rorschach records, there are some group tendencies present.

~e

several stud-

ies on artists-painters reveals a certain consistency of patterns. For other
groups the data is

too meager to formulate

any

conclusions. Also the mOl'e

successful mem.bers of a group can be differentiated from the less successful
on the basis of their Rorschach reactions. Jlowever, the only two studies that

repeated the experiment on another group failed to confirm the original. findings. Consequently, the other studies that found differentia-t;ing Rorscha.ch
Si~lS

are of questionable validity.
The Munroe Inspection Technique gives various groups different

average adjustment scores! Biologists, 1.7. Artists, 10.3. Officer Candidates:
achievers, 12.1, underachievers, U.4. Awarently Munroe's suggestion is
ra'ther severe, namely, that ten or more checks is indicative of' rather severe

maladjustment.
Ap:pareatly, a more promising application of the test consists in

using the vocational norma of Piotrowski to predict the workers attitudes
and behavior in the Job situation and subsequently validating these predic-

tions by comparison with the ratings of the supervisor. Without ret'erence to

.
these norms another worker reports that global Rorschach ratings of au 1OOividual for a specific job correlates

high with the data f:t'om a patterned

in:terv1ew of previously determined validity. She asserts that looking for
Rorschach occupational patterns holds little promise of having any real value.
Rather should the examiner with a. :f'ull knovledge of' the requirements of' a
$Pecific job and the policies of the company select the indiv1dual to fit lute
this s,pecific position whether or not he possesses the supposed average perBanality characteristics of the group.
Com;paring Rorschach l'esuJ.. ts with academic success, the same observations apply as were made in relation to the studies on occupational groups.
While the correlations between grades and Rorschach data ra.nge from .17 to

.73 (the latter figure representing a multiple correlation combining the Rors
cha.ch with an a.pti tude test), the only study that was repeat.ed gave ra.ther

discouraging results. In the original study the correlation between grades

aDA

Rorschach adjustment ratings using the Munroe InepectiOIl. Technique vas .49
(C corrected), while the folloy up study yielded an r of .11. Rowever I the
groups of students are not comparable and the more sisnificant results are
S1.lP.POsedly obtained from a population representing a

m.Ol~e

widespread range

of talent. A;pparently, in a. high talented group, adJustment as measured by
the Inspection Technique is a less signiticant factor in academic achievement

than it is in a group re,present1ng a. vider range ot &.cadeaic aptitude.
Before concluding these remarks, Hertz' s eva.luation ot the studies
using the Group Rorschach must be considered. Its her comment" would imply,
(1) ahe assumes that there is a significant difference 'between the Group and

Individual Rorschach Tests, (2) she maintains that norms for the Group Rorschach should be established independently, (3) she cautions other investigat-

ors that we do not know vhether the same interpretative norms applicable to
the individual test are also applicable to the group form, and (4) she finds
that the studies comparing the group test results against cri tera are inconclusive.

On the surface these criticisms of the Group Rorschach would seem
to be vell founded, and they- should send any investigator back to the accumulation of normative data tor difterent groups rather than comparing a:tlY group
to a criteron tor prediction ot performance.

However, at least some of these criticisms can be applied to the
individual test as Yell. There is a

con~icuous

abeence ot systematic studies

of the reliability and valldity of the individual. test on d1i'f'erent age
groups, levels of lntelUgence, and levels of adJustment.
The results

ot the Group Rorschach

may be said to be inconclusive

because the follow up studies tailed to confirm the ortg1nal. findings. Bowwer, these wents are not peculiar to the Group Rorschach. 'l'be present writer vould be more inclined to regard the poor reaul ts in the follow up studies
as symptomatic of the Rorschach and not peculiar to the group form.
Vh.:1le it is not known whether the same interpretative norms appliec1
to the ind1vidual test may alao be applied to the group form, this doubt
actually represents a modification of opinion for Hertz. In an earlier art:Lcla S"WlIIIIarized above, she maintained that highly similar personality pictures were drawn from the test using both methods. Yet, this is not a pOintless
caution. There are indications that somewhat different response frequencies

occur in the group than in the individual torm of the test. Yet, in any comparative study, as were many of the studies quoted above, the intention was
to establish comparative levels ot adjustment for the individuals within the
gro~p,

and not necessarily to assess an individual's level of adjustment in

terms the level o'i adjustment of the general population. If the individual
norms are applied uncritically to Group Rorschach data, his apparent level of
adjustment may be somewhat different than it would appear had he been tested
w1th the individual form. However, this danger does not necesaaril.y preclude
from the possibility of distinguishing the latter from the more poorly adJusted members of a group, if the elements of the test have any interpretative

validity.
The stucl1es comparing the group with the in41vidual form of the test
demonstrated to the workers who conducted them high similarity between the two
methods. These findings were seemingly also accepted by other Rorschach worker
who subsequently performed critaroD studies using the group torm.
Admittedly, the group form should be standardized as Hertz indicates
and the questions on the relation between the group and the individual test be
explored more thoroughly. However, in view of the problems invol.ved in the
reliability and validity standardization of the group or the individual form,
the absence of f'undamental studies in the group method cannot be criticized
too severely, since there is no tully satisfactory solution to this probl.em as
yet apparent. Since a significant 41fference between the tests bas not been
indicated, since rel.ative l.evels ot adjustment may be evaluated, since some
workers have obtained significant results, the present toUow up study with
the group should not be out of order.

ClIAP'l'.BR III
PLAI OF TBE PRiSEIT STUDY

According to the plan of the present study, the Group Rorschach
and

ACI were administered to the first year nurs1ng students,

and the results

COIapared w1th the1r grades in (a) academic work and (b) nursing practice.

'l'he Rorschach data were evaluated with the Munroe Inspection Technique. The

Rorschach and .ACE data were combined to determine if this procedure improves
predictibility of academic achievement. To elaborate on this outline, the
following topics vill be treated: the subJects, their grades, administration
of the ACI, the administration of the pilot study on the Group Rorschach,
and administration of the Group Rorschach used in this study, scoring proce-

dures to be used, application of the Inspection Technique, and statistical
treatment of the data.
The subjects were fifty-three students in the first year of training (pre-clinical) at St. Francis School of Nursing. The age range extended

from seventeen years and six months to twenty years and seven months. The
mean age was eighteen years and six lllOntha with a standard deviation of

7.56 months. The number of years of education extends from tvelve to fourteen
years with a mean of 12.1 years.

The grade. received at the end of the first year were used in this
study. Grade. were given in numbers. However, there are equivalent letter
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grades. The grade of A ranges from 93-100; B, ~rom 85-92; C, from. 78-84; D,
from 10-77; F, below 70. The curriculum included the following ten subjects:
Anatomy and Physiology, Microbiology, Nursing Arts, First Aid, Pharmacology

II, Surgical NurSing, Diet and Disease, Inglish, Pathology, Medical Nursing.
The arithmetical grades tor the ten academic subjects were averaged.
'!'he students were then ranked according to grade average. The students at the
median and above constituted the Above Average group; those below the median,
the Below Average group.
The grades in nursing practice could not be handled in the same wa;y.
Some instructors used. letter8J othel"S used numbers. Some graded consistently
higher than others. One or two instructors gave all of their students practically the same mark. In view of the difficulties involved in ranking the
students on the basis ot this information, one of the instructors who was
familiar Vi th the work of all the student nurses was requested to aSSign
each student to one of four categories: Superior, Above Aver,.,ge, Average, or
Below Average. !To effort was made to restrict the number of' students assigned

to each category.
Pre,paratory to the administration of the Group Rorschach to the
student DUrses, a pilot study was conducted with this test to enable the
examiner to familiarize himself with the group form and to discover some of
the unforeseen problems that may arise in administration.
The group form ot the Rorschach was administered to a class of
e1ghteen college studauts taking an elementary course in psychology. The instructions for the Performance ot the test were read to the subjects. These
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instructions were formulated by Harrower-Ericksonl • However, the writer considered the instructions tor the Minimum Prodding Inquiry as tormulated by
the above author2 as insuff1c1ently explicit to e11cit the desired inquiry
informat10n fran the sUbJects. On the other hand, the numerous examples for
~arious

determinants used 1n the Tutorial Inquiry, at that time, were regarded

by the wr1ter as offering too many suggest10ns to the subjects. Consequently,

the wr1ter formulated his own 1nstruct10ns, which gave more structuring than
the M1nimwn Prodding yet tfIVer clews than the Tutor1al Inquiry3.

On the bas1s of the informat1on secured trom this trial test session, a plan for the administration of the Group Rorschach was formulated.
In general, the procedure develoPed by Harrower-Erickson and Steiner4 was
again foUowed. 'l'he subjects were divided 1n two approximately equal groups.
Each group waa given the teat in a separate s.ss10n. However, the absence of

1

~larrower-lr1ckson

and Ste1ner, Large Seale Rorschach Techn1que!,

18-21.
2

ill!., 27-)1.

3 These 1nstruct10ns were formulated by the author and based on
those ot Barrower-Er1ckson as cited above:
In th1. part ot the test we want you to elaborate on your responses. We
want you to 1ndicate on the locat10n chart Just where you saw each respons. that you gav••
At th1s po1nt Card I 1s flashed. on the screen; the 1nstructions continue:
You might bave seen a bat here. Perhaps thes. parts suggested Wings.
(Pointing out the side n). Perhaps the out11ne and the blackness also
suggest a bat. In any ea.e you are to wr1te out a descript10n ot your
exper1enees as fuUy as possible tor each response.
After answering questions the slides were again exposed for about two minutes
each to enable the subjects to locate their re.ponses and elaborate on them.

4 Harrower-lrickson
27-31.

and Ste1ner, Larie Seale Rorschach Techni~es,
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three members necessitated a third session.
In setting up a class room for the test, the arrangement closely
followed the instructions ot Harrower-Erickson. 10 subject vas seated closer
to the screen than ten feet, not farther away than twenty feet. The lantern
slide reproductions of the orig1Dal blots were projected on the screen so as
to form an image about four feet by silt feet. Sufficient illumination for

wri ting vas supplied by a dim light on the side of' the room and the light
reflected by the screen.
The subjects were supplied With test booklets that consisted of
three pages on which to record their responaes. A page of the booklet is
reproduced in .Appendix III. The three columns on the page vere used. for
rec,:;:..."cl1ng the Performance (Column A), the Tutorial Inquiry (Column B), and
the Specific Factor Inquiry (Column C). A location chart containing acromatic
miniature reproductions of the blots vas alao SUPPlied'.
For the Performance the subjects vere given the instructions
formulated by Harrower-Erickson and Steiner6 With slight modifications introduced by the vri ter to inform the subjects hov to record their responses ill
the test booklets. The instructions are repeated in Appel1d1x II. Iach of the
ten slides was exposed for tvo minutes and the subjects were instructed to
record their

re~onses

in Column A.

Af'ter the last slide bad been e:x:.posed, the subjects were told they

, B. Klopfer and H. Davidson, The Rorschach Method of Personality
DiagnOSiS. Individual Record Blank, Bew york, 1942.
---

27-31.

6 Barrower-Irickaon

and Steiner, Large Scale Rorschach TeChniques,
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'Would see the slides again. The instructil.:ms of Harrower-Erickson7 for tn.~
Tutorial Inquiry were read to the sUbjects. Their attention was called to the
location chart. In brief', they were instructed to record their responses on
this chart and to explain what features of the blot made them 'think of the

responses they gave. The Popular and Common responses to Cards I and VIII were
used as examples tor location and elaboration. Approximately two min:.ltes ·,;rara

allowed per slide tor the subjects

to locate and elaborate their responses.

Af'ter this, a Specific Factor Inquiry was conducted. The writer

formulated his own instructions for thi8 inquiry. ThEJIJ may be found ill Appendix II. In this set of instructions the determinants of Form,

Shading, Color,

and Movement vere briet'ly described for the subjects. On the blackboard, the

Ss1abolB for the determinants were written followed by a two or three word
description of' each. Add1-tione.l information

011

the determinants was given

Yerbally. After questions were answererl, the subjects were instructed. to

record in Column C of the test booklets, the s,y.mbols that best describe their
ex;periences in formulating the conce;pts. Approx1Jnatel.y one minute per
slide vas allowed to record this 1ntorms.tion. This concluded

t..~e

test.

By using the double inquiry the vri tel' thought it vauld. be possible

to secure practically as much essential information as can be obtained from
an individual inquiry. It fte assumed that were

8

comparison to be made; the

scoring based on the double inquiry would verj closely resemble the scoring
based on the 1ndividual inquiry.
In scoring the records the v:ri tel' follO"".ied this procedure. The

29-31.

7 Harrower-Erickson and Steiner, Large Scale Rorschach Technigues,
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response was first scored on the basis of the information recorded in the
Performance. Then the elaborations in the Tutorial Inquiry were studied. If'
this material indicated that the score based on the Performance alone should
be modified, this was done. Finally, the information in the Specific Factor
Inquiry was examined to see if the determinants listed there made add! tiona!

modifications and corrections of the scoring necessary. The intention was to
include the determinants listed here in the score unless they vere obviously
incorrect.
A preliminary inspection of the data ind1cated that the Tutorial
Inquiry failed to e1ici t the information desired while the Specific Factor
Inquiry often gave somewhat misleading or at least questionable information.
Consequently, the plana were altered, and the subjects were given an individual inquiry and this latter information was used in evaluating the records
wi th the Inspection Technique.

In scoring the records the general system of Klopfer and KelleyS

was used. The frequency tables of Hertz9 described above were used to score

Ff

and F-,

01

and 0-. In the event a response was not listed in the tables

of Hertz, the tables of

Becx10

were consulted for

Ff

and 1'- scoring. However,

the scoring samples of Beck were used only if they did not obviously conflict
with the principles of Klopfer, as happens in some instances. For example,

Beck occasiOnally scores a response 1'- which IO.opf'er would consider simply

8 Klopfer and Kelley,

.!!! Rorschach

Techn1gue, 60-191.

9 Hertz, rrequencl Tables.
10 Beck,

Rorschach's~,

I., Basic Processes, 155-190.
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aa vague form. However, the responses not found in the tables and scored by
the writer on the basis of Klopfer's principles were checked by a more experienced Rorschach exam1nerll.
Wi th the scoring completed, the records were next evaluated with
the Munroe Inspection Technique. The number

ot adjustment checks for each

student was recorded. The subjects were ranked on the basis of the absolute
number of checks recei vad. 10 quall tati va aspects of the records were used
in rank1ng the students. !his approach departs slightly from the procedure
used by Munroe12 • In her study the number of checks plus the quali tative
aspects of the reeor48 were taken into account to assign the student to one
of four adjustment categories.
In the et..'ltlstical treatment of the data, the variables were ranked and grouped to permit computations of chi-square, coefficients of contin-

gency, and 'earson product moment correlations. !he subjects were first
ranked according to the several d1fterent variables: grades, .ACE scores, awl
Rorschach adJustment checks. While ranldng was sufficient to compute correlatiOns, in order to compute chi-square, a dichotomous distribution was
necessary for these variables. Consequently, the students at the median and
above were compared with those below the median.
To establish a twofold distribution of the ratings in nursing
practice for treatment with chi-square, the students rated Superior and

11 Rev. Louis B. Snider, S. J., Psychologist, Loyola PsycholOgical
Center.

2!

12 Munroe, Prediction.2!
College Students.

~ Ad.1us~ ~

Academic Performance

5)
Above Average were grouped together as were the.students rated Average and
Eelov A-V'era.ge.
After the variables had been arranged in the tables, chi-square,
level of confidence (P), and the coefficient of contingency (C) were computed.
In addition, Pearson product moment correlations (r) were computed to determin
the relationship between academic grades, J1C1, and Rorschach scores.
An additional check on the relation between academic success and

Rorschach ratings was made.

The students were divided into four approximately

equal quartUes on the basis ot their grades in academic york. The adjustment
scores on the Rorschach vere recorded in the quartile where the student vas
placed on the basis at his grade. An anal.ysi8 at variance was made to determin
whether the number ot adJustment checks ditterentiate the various quartiles
from one another.
These results were then com.pared with those ot Munroe and Cronbach
to determine how the HSul ts of this investigation compare with theil' findings

The characteri8tics of the group were de8cribed on the buis of the
average number of adjustment check entries in each of the categories of the
Munroe InB,PeCtion Technique li8t.
A summary ot the st:udy is then presented followed by conclusions
derived from the investigation.

CIiAPTER rI

PRESENTATION AID DISCUSSIOB OF Rl1.SUL'l'S

In this chapter the grades of the students, their scores on the
ACE, and their e.dJus1:rumt ratings on the Group Rorschach will be presented

and compared statistically. The results will be analyzed and discussed.
In computing the grades of the students in academic work, the marks

given at the close of the first year in each of the ten subjects were summed
e..1'ld an ari thmet1 cal mean C~llted. The students were ranked according to

these mee.ns. The numerical range of the grade averages exWLlded. from 78.11

to 92.90 with a median at 85.09. The mean was 85.05 With a standard deviation
of 3.25.
All mentioned above, an evaluation of proficiency in nursing practicE

was made by one of the instructors who rated each of the students categorically. Seven of the students were rated Superior; ten, Above Average,; twenty-

nine, Average; and seven, Below Average.
The ra.nge of ACE scores is rather wide, extending from the

the

96th

9.5 to

percentile, according to women t s college norms. The median falls at

the 63rd percentile. The mean of the raw scores is 107.92 with a standa.rd

deviation of 3.17.

The number of checks received by the subjects in applying the
Munroe Inspection Technique to the Group Rorschach protocols ranged trom two

to eighteen. The mean was 9.08 with a standard deviation ot 3.75. A few
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checks; or e. lO".l score, indicate:G good aO.justment, while a

la.rg€~

number of

checks indicates poo-.c adJustment.

In treating the results statistically, the chi-square technique
vas employed. A contingency coefficient (C) vas also

c~uted,

and the level

of confidence stated. AU scores and ratillgS were grouped in four cell tables.
Prior to computation of the statistics relative to the comparison

of the test results and grades, the degree 01' relationship between the two
tests was examined. Table I presents a tour cell contingency table com;pariug the percentile ra.nld.ngs on the ACB vi th the adjustment scores on the

Gl"Oll

Rorschach for the fifty-three subJects2 • Computations yield a chi- square of

4.23" significant at the .05 per cent level. Also a C of .27 was deriVed3 •

1 The vri ter originally planned to use the same statistical technique. as those employed by Munroe in Prediction of the AdJustment and Academ1.£ Performance ~ College Students. in severalinstances she uSedeight
and sixteen ccl tables to group lier data to compute chi-square. Rovever, if
the data in the present study vere so grouped tor chi-square computations,
the theoretical frequencies in some cells would be less than five. While J.
P. Guilford in P'undamental. Statistics ~ Psychology ~ Educatio&, Bew York
1950, 279, remarks thit some authors consider theoretical frequencies as low
as two satisfactory, he holds, as does Q. McHemar in Psychological Statistics,
Jew York, 1949, 198, that five is a more realistic limit. Consequently, only
four cell contingency tables are U8ed in the present study.
2 Formula (85) in Q. Mclfemar's PsycholoSc~ Statistic~, 200, whic
eliminates the necessity of computing expected frequencies, was used here.

3 Formulas (l49b) and (150) for correction of' C presented by Guilford in Psychometric Methods, 357, and used by Munroe in Prediction of the
M,lustment ~ lCidem1c Performance .2! Coll• • Students, vas not appTIed'Tn
this study. Guiltord. oftered these critera that the data must meet tor the
e correction to be properly applied: "If' the categorized data represent continuous, normal distribution, U N is large, and if the class intervals are
of' approximately equal. size, the correction procedure ••• may be SH'lied to
the C coefficient." (Func1amental StatistiCS, 344). As the small • in the
present study is sufficient basis tor rejecting the applicability ot this
procedure, the other cr1tera need not be discussed.

These results in41cate that possibly

are measured by these tests. However, if a

~

COImllOn

common eleuent or elements

element is actua.l.ly measured.

it 1s substantial.ly less than the independent elements measured by each test

since C is only

.:n.

In any case, P i8 not quite high enough to reject the

null hypothesis without qualification. Perhaps a more acceptable conclusion
would read as follows: While in this s&nlPle 80me common elements are probably

measured by both tests, it is uncertain whether this phenomenon would occur
if the tests vere admin1stered. to another group.

TABLI I
SCORIS or T.D NJE CClCPADD wrm
RORSCBACB ADJUS~ RATDGS

.acE percentile 8cores
Rorschach

63r4 percentile

62nd percentile

and above

and below

adJustment

Totals

checks
I'

r.

I'

~

If

%

8 or leS8

18

66.7

10

38.5

28

52.9

9 or more

9

33.3

16

61.5

25

47.1

27

100.0

26

100.0

53

100.0

Chi-square: 4.23

P: .05

c: .2:7

df':

1

Table II presents a four cell contingency table comparing the percentUe ranki ngs on the .ACE With grades in academic work at the end of the

first year. The median vas again used as the

~vid1ng

point to est.ablish the

dichotomous distributions for both ACE scores and Grade averages. Coo;rutation

8.31. This figure is significant at

based on the data yielded a chi-square ot

the .01 per cent level. From chi-square, a C of -37 was computed. These results indicate that a moderately strong relationsbip has been demonstrated.
between these variables that is not readily attributable to chance factors.

However, C is too low to predict with much confidence a student's academic
performance on the basis of her ACE score.
TABLI II
ACE SCORlIS COMPARED Wlm ACADDaC
S1"ANDING FOR mE FmBT YUR

ACE percentile scores
Academic
standing

63rd percentile
and. above

62n4 percentile
and below

Totals

If

%

II

;,

Above average

19

70.3

8

30.7

2.7

51.0

Below average

8

29.7

18

69.3

26

49.0

27

100.0

26

100.0

53

100.0

Ch-square: 8.31

P: .01

.

c: .37

;,

If

dr: 1

Table III presents a. four cell contingency table comparing the
grades in academic work for the first year with the number of adjustment

checks

rect~i ved

by applying the Munroe Inspect;i.on Technique to the GroUl?

l\orschach protocols. The median was again used to established the dichotooous
distribution t'or both variables. Computations based on the data yielded a eM...
square of 2.27, which is significant at the .20 per cent level, and a C of .21.

T'nese results

:f~l

to demonstrate that a significant relationship exists be-

tween these va:dables that m8\Y not be explained on the basis of chance. T.he aC ~

justment score from -the Rorschach is not a valid index of a.cademic pertOl'rnsncE •

'.UBLI III
RORSCJUCB ADJUS~ RATINGS COMPARED WITH
ACADliMIC STANDING FOR TD FIRST YEAR

Rorschach adjustment checks

-8 or 1esa

Totals

9 or more

Academic
standing
Ii

10

If

%

I

'fo

Above average

11

60.7

10

40.0

Z7

50.9

Below average

II

39.3

15

60.0

26

49.1

28

100.0

25

100.0

53

100.0

Chi··squarez 2.27

P: .20

Ct .21

df': 1

Table IV presents a tour cell contingency table cODq)aring the ACE
percentile scores with ratings in nursing practice. The median was used. as thE
diViding point for the distribution

ot ACI scores. As mentioned above, the

students with Superior and Above Average ratings were grouped in the Above
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Average category, while the students with Average and Below Average ratings
Vlere grouped in the Below Average category. Computations based. on the data
yielded. a chi-square ot 1.72, which is significant at the .30 per cent level,

and a C ot .15. !hese figures tail to demonstrate that a relationshIp exists
betVe«l these variables that may not be explained on the basis of chance. Apparently, the ACE scores are not a valid index as to the ratings a student is
likely th receive in nursing practice.
TABLI

rv

SCORlS OF TBI .ACE COMPARID WITH
RATIBGS III BURSIBG PRACTICE

ACB percentile scores

lfursing
practice
ratings

63rd percentile
and above
N

62nd percentile
and below

tf,

N

Totals

III

,"

Ii

eta

Above average

11

40.7

6

23.0

17

32.0

Below average

16

59.3

20

il.O

36

78.0

27

100.0

26

100.0

53

100.0

Chi-square: 1.72*

P: .30

c:

.15

dt: 1

*Correction tor continuity is incorporated in formula used in these
computations and found in Q. MCiemar, Psychological Statistics, 207, (858).
Table V presents a four cell contingency table comparing the Rors-

60
cha.ch adjustment scores with ratings in

nursin~

practice. The sub.1ects were

grouped as they were above, both on the basis of Rorschach adjustment scores
and on the basis of' ratings in nursillg practice. Computations based on the
data yielded a chi-square of

.80, which is significant at the .50 per cent

level, and e. C of .12. Evidently, there is little evidence to indicate that a
positive relation exists between these variables. Consequently, the student's
adjustment as measured by the Group Rorschach i8 not a valid index as to the
rating in nursing practice the student is likely to receive.

RQRSClUCR .ADJUS'l'MDT SCORES C<»4PARBD
WITH IiURSING PRACTICE RATIlfGS

Rorschach adjustment checks

8 or lesa

9 or more

Totals

Buraiug
practice
ratings

If

10

I.

;

If

%

Above average

11

39.3

6

24.0

17

32.1

Below average

17

60.7

19

76.0

36

67.9

28

100.0

25

100.0

53

100.0

Chi-square:

.90*

P:

·50

C: .12

df':

1

*Correction for continuity is incorporated in formula used in these
computations and found in Q. Mclfemar, Psychological StatistiCS, 207, (85a).
Pearson product moment correlations (r) were computed to pennit a
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a direct comparison with other studies. Therefore, the correlations were computed between the ACE and the Rorschach, the .ACE and g.rades, and the Rorschact

and grades.
Ii comparison between the Rorschach and ACE yielded. an r of .18.

This correlation is not significant at even the .05 level. These figures are
inconclusive as are the results of' the chi-square te8ts.

Consequently, while

the results suggest that the tests measure a common element, the level of
confidence is not

~~fticiently

high to positively contirm this tendency.

Comparing the Rorschach adjustment scores and grades an r of .19
was derived. This figure also is not sign1f'icant at even the .05 level. These
figures contirm the resulto vhen the ehi- square test vas applied to these
variables. The conclusion is the same. The Rorschach adjustment score is not
a valid index of academic performance.
Comparing ACE scores with grades an r of .47 vas computed. '1"1:1is correlation is significant at the .01 level. This figure confirms the results
of' the chi- square test applied to these variables. ror most subJects the score
on the ACI v111 aerve as a fairly valid index ot the expected level of academie achievement. Thia vas the only Significant relationship found between theSE
variables.
AJALYSIS

or

1D RORSCHACH DSPJX:TIOlf
TlCDlQUE SCORIS

The presentation and analYSis Just concluded was cODcerned with a
quantitative study of the predictive value of' the tests. Sinee the results
from a comparison of grades and the Rorschach as well as nurSing practice

l~tings

and the Rorschach were inconclusive, a·different analytical approach

wa.s used. HoweverI only the relationship between the Rorschach and g'!'ades -w-s.s

studled further. The ratings in nursing practice compared with test results

were not investigated further for the following reasons:

(1)

The ratings re-

fleet the opinion. of a single instructor. (2) The ratings were given after
only six months of training in a task With which the s-tudents previously had

1i ttle or no acquaintance. (3) The correlations found above approa.ched zero
and indicated a low vali41 ty between test data and ratings. In view ot these

facts .. little would be gained by further analysis of the data.
Table VI presents a summary of the adjustment scores racei veti by
applying the Munroe Inspection Technique to the Group Rorschach protocols.
The subjects were grouped into approximately equal quartiles on the basis of
their performance in academic work. In the group doing Superior work.. the
number of adJustment checks ranged from four to fourteen with a median of 7.0
and a mean of

8.6. The students doing AboVe Average work ranged from two to

sixteen checks with a median of

7.0 and a mean of 7.6. The students doing

Average work ranged from two to sixteen cheeks with a median of 10.0 and a
mean ot 10.8. The students doing Below Average work ranged. from five to

fourteen checks with a median ot 8.0 an.d a mean ot 9.3.
Obviously.. there is considerable overlap in range of scores for the
four groups. While there seems to be only the slightest possibility that ther
I

1, a significant difterence between theee groups.. a Simple analysis of

variance vas perform$d to test this observation. Table VII presents a summary
of the variance estimates and their level of significance when this statistic

-

I
,III

TABLE VI

•

SUMMARY OF RORSCRACII ADJUS~~T SCORm FOR
STJBJJX:TS GROUPED IN FOUR QUARTILIS ON
THE BABIS OF ACADl!KLC STANDING

Academic
standing

l'f

Total
checks

Range

Median

Mean

Superior

13

112

4-14

7.0

8.6

Above average

14

107

2-16

7.0

1.6

Average

13

141

5-11

10.0

10.8

Below average

13

l21

5",14

8.0

9.3

procedure was used. While the variance between the groups is greater than the
variance within the groups" the difference is not great enough to be eonsidered sign1!"icant. 'l'h1s tact 1s indicated by the F of

1.71 which does not even

reach the .05 level or confidence. Consequently, ve must conclude that when

the subjects are arranged in tour approximately equal groups on the ba.sis ot
academic pertonne.nee" these same groups carmot be differentiated trom one

another on the basis of the number of adJustment checks received by the ind.1vidual members ot each group.

Although the number ot checks tail to d1:t:terentiate the stude.."'lts
on the basis of academic achievement, the checks are helpful in formulating

personality descriptions. Just aa the excess or absence

or

checks in the

different areas may be used to describe the persor~ity characteristics of -tnE
1ndhi.dual, so also may they be used to describe the subjects as a group.
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TABLE VII
STHWiY OF Rl!5ULTS OF ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE
ON RORSClUCB ADJUSiMINT SCQRJ/S Of
FOUR GROUPS OF S~EI~'1B

Source

Sum of squares

Variance estimate

Between groups

13

3

24.33

Wi thin groups

613

49

13.13

Totals

52

F is 1. T7 but must be at least 2.64 for P to reach .05.
To permit a meaningf'ul. comparison for the reader of the raw data

with the description of the group, a summary for the fifty-three subjects ot
the number of entries for each of the categories of the Munroe Ins.pection
Techn1que is presented in Table VIII4. Only twenty-six of the twen.tJ-eight
adjustment checks on the list Yere used since checks cannot be given in the
group form of the test for items one and two;. Since the Inspection Technique

has been formulated on the basis that a perfectly balanced Rorschach record

would receive no checks and since there is no basis tor expecting either an
excess or absence of checks in any given area or category among randamly
selected subjects, it would seem permissible to use excesses and absences of
adjustment checks in the various scoring categories to describe not only an

4 '!'able VIII, pages 66 and 61.
5 Number one 1s the number of

re~nsesJ

number two, reaction time.

ind:I:'1idual but a group as veU.
For the

f'1:ftr.r~three

subjects, the sum of all the adjustnlerfc scores,

obtained by summing the totals for the se;pa.re.te scoring categories, comes to

396 entries6 • The average number of entries comes to 15.11 wi"1ib a standard
deviation of

2.57. These figures indicate that, on

the average, about fifteen

checks are listed in any one scoring category. By comparing the average and

standard deviation with the frequencies in the various scoring categories, it
is po.sible to determine in what areas the group deViates from .. normal" and

'iihether the deviations are characteristic of many or fw members of the group.
The tendencies of the group wUl be examined frco the sta.ndpoint

ot the

adjulStment checks for each of the twenty-six adjustment categories used. The
group trends viU be analyzed in the order in which they appear in the check
list of' Munroe.

None of the subjects received checks tor rejection of a card or
cards. The absence of checks in this category has little interpretative 81gniticance other than to serve as a counterindication against a severe neuroti
or psychotic condition.
Concerning the manner of approach, about the eJC;pected number of'

checks are tabulated for the group (fourteen). There is little consistency
ill the direction of the W entries. There are checks for excessive W (:five),

6 This number is not the same as the total number ot checks, 481,
Which includes double and triple check entries. Actually, the above figure
represents the number of subjects receiving checks jJl each category.
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TABLE VIII

.

SUMMARY OF THE TOTAL NUMBER CF INSPECTION TECHNIQuE
SCORES IN EACH AREA. TOGETHER WITH A QUANTITATIVE
BREAKDCW;N OF THE DIFFEREN1' KINDS OF CHECKS

Symbol

I

3

Rejeot

4

W

4

5

Dd

10

6

S

7 Soc
8

P

9

0

10 At,Sex
11

Range

12

F%

7 (1)

II

III

- -- ---

B

1

2

3

BB

V

VB

Total

1

3

14
10

9

l(r) 1(11)

6

6

17

17
7

-- ---10

3

17

17
5

11

17

1

13 F

13

6

8

27

1

27

9

9

14

SS

15

Fc

16

0

5

5

17

C'

6

6

4

4

25

18 I,k
19 M

6

20 FM

8

21 m

8

1

2

1

14

1

1

4

2

23
16
8
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TADLE VIn (C.ont.)

SUMMARY OF IJ.'B1l TOTAL ~ OF ~TION T1lClINIQUE
SCORJS m EACH ARIA TOCi-E:rlI.ER WITH A QUAI."1TlTATIVJ:
BRJWO)QWN ~~ ~ DIFFIitENT Ima OF CIU.CKS

I

II

22 Tot. Mvt.16

2

42

6

Symbol

23 CS

24

8

--

-...

BE

B

V

VB

19

2

1

e

4

30

12

23

2

2

e
1

28 CsM

Tota.l

48

18

c

2'7 Tot.

1

Fe

25 CF

26

III

1

2

9

3

12

1

12

14

1

38

32.6

Total

lCel

~

Cheeks

~

l!! ~

Table

Checks evaluating the quanti tati ve aspects of the recordl

I.

~I

Imphasis in this area
Break with healthy norma
Pathological excess

---.....

Underem;phasis in this are,.
Break with heal.thy norms
Pathological underemphas1

Checks evaluating the qual1 tative aspects of the record:
B
DB

V
VB

Bad Form, r-

1

Very poor F01'm, 1-Vague rorm, clouds, etc.
Excessive vague and bad.
form in sam.e record

II

r

loose succession
coatused succession
rigid succession

,b8

reduction of W (two), Vague or Bad li (Beven). 1'he divergencies in the Del

erea are less than

~.

be expected. for the group as only ten en:tiries IWPeeJ."

in this ca.tegory. Most characteristic of the entire gI'oup is the absence of
all"Y

entries in the S area. Not only are there no entries but in reviewing

the records it
8-'1.d.

.v be noted that this location is very rarely used as a main

only occuionaJ.l.y as an a.d4itional response.
Again, the entries for irregularities of Succession are below the

expected as only nine checks a;ppear. llovever, this entry is of questionable
value because succession cannot be scored in brief records with only one or
two responses per card. Of the entries made, only one is for rigid succession,
Wh11,e the other eight are for loose succession.
Only a few checks are given

tor an insufficient numberot Popular

responses. Only six entries are made in this area in41cating that the group
is cqable ot perceiving the expected number of Popular responses. On tne
other band, a slightly larger number of entries is made for Original

re~n8es

Bowever, the seventeen entries are all for poor original responses. Yet, this
number tends to fall wi thin the expected range.
Again, the expected number of entries is found in the restricted
range category. While there are no more checks in this area than might be
expected, this restriction of range is characteristic of' most of the records.
Yet, a tew records are ver,r rich in the range 01' conce,pts.
Approximately the expected number 01' checks are found in the control area for irregularities in quantity and quality of pure for.m responses.
Host of the entries (eleven) are in the direction of constriction while only

six tend toward a. lack of cOlltrol. While the ohe<::k list doers not contain an

entry for the overall evaluation of.' the fox-ru leve.l of the record., a. review of
the individual protocols

rey~s

that the form level of rIJ.1iJJX3' of tJ."te records

is rather low. The tendency perhaps is slightly more pronounced thaD. would be

indica.ted by the tventy- seva'l'l entries for tom irregularities. Most of these
deviations are not extreme since a s1ngle cheek of'

":an,

Bad Form, 18 given in

the maJority of cases (thirteen).. The rewd ning entries are apg.rox:1.mate1;y
equa1.l.y divided between ve-q bad form and a combinatio:n of' vague and bad torm.

For the most part rigid1ty ot control is well balanced by tact, as
is indicated by the relat1vf"..ly fev entries tor a d.ef'iciency ot Fe. Similarly,

there are 'lev excesses ot c (:five) found ill the record.a.
i'he presence

ot C' is slight. These responses are

g1ven in

excess

by only six subjects. However, the excess is rather strong in all instances

as is indicated by the double check.
Another striking tendency is the absence ot marked signs of "free
floating" anxiety. The entries tor excessive K and k are among the lowest
totals of checks reeeived.
Concern1ng the inner resources of these students, the group tends

to be rather d.eviant in the quality and quantity of M responses. The maJority
of the entries in the check list is tor underproductivity of M (fifteen). Of
this ntml,ber only one is severely lacking in this determiwmt. On the other

ha.nd, there are six entries tor more M than is consistent With a well balanc
protocol. The remaining two entries are made for poorly visualized :form in
!~

responses.
In the 1M area a contrary tendency may be observed. lIere eleven

entries are nlade tor excessi've 1M while onJ.y f'tYUr are made
Tb.ere is a slightly greater tendency

;f.'Ol"

tOl'

a 16.ck of' PH.

the group to be ov-erproduct1ve

ill

An1mal Movement responses, tlla.u. in the R'u.man Movement category.

A slight excess ot m is noted in some of the records. The eight

entries are below the expected frequency and do not represent a strong pelsi-·
tive characteristic of the group.
In the color area, the predaninant tendency is

towa:;."'d,

a reduction

in the number of responses. In the Fe categOry eighteen students show uome
:reduction, while four show' a marlced reduction of this determ.1nant. In a.dd1 tiOE •
eight display a marked tendency to visualize the PC concept With rat.'1er poor
form quality.
In the CF area the discrepancies are again marked. However, in this

instance the irregularities are approximately equally divided between an
o,\rerproduction and underproduction of CF. While there i8 no severe reduction

ot Cl' in atr3 of the records, there is a strong over,prodUction of CF in one
and a very strong exaggeration

or

the response in tour records. Only two sub-

jects gave pure C reQOnses. 1'h1. is not to be regarded as a defin1 te char-

acteristic of the group. Although the tendency to use color i8 strong, this
determinant is invariably lnerged With some element of fom.
As was indicated. above, the genera.1 tendency is away troo the color

:t'eBponses. Kine of the entries are for some reduction in the total number of
color reg,ponses and three of the entries are tor marked reduction of color
determinants. When total color is co:mpared with total movement, this tendency
is a.ge.in present. Ccmwaring the balance between color and movement We find

four entries for overproduction of mo<vem.ent responses, While there are
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thirty-five entries for a lack of adequate color responses. In this instance
twelve of the entries indicate same reductioL., seven indicate marked reduct-

ion, and fourteen represent a sev'ere l'eductioll of color ill relation to move..
ment responses.

On the basis of these observations the W"".d tar 'tdU attempt to canpose a composite portrait of the group, utilizing the a-lX)ve infor.mation as
well as same of the qualitative aspects of the records.

In Rorschach intergretation the degree and quality of control used

by the subJect in handling his 1m;pulses ond. affective tendencies is usually
given primary' consideration. i'here should be a proper 'balance between conscious direction and spontaneous expression. While the control f"unction is
fairly well balanced in most of the subjects, there are divergencies in the

direction ot both over and under control, with a slight emphasis on the formar. With regard to the quality ot control, considerable rigidity &wears at
one extreme, With occasional severe breaks under emotional stress. At the
other extreme there are very adequate control systems relatively free from
constriction and further modified by tact in interpersonal relations.
CharacteristiCally, however, the group i&l inclined to act on impulses and
emotions and has not yet achieved a well integrated fusion of rational 41rection and attective expression.

Bow let us turn to an analysis of their modes of thinking. To be
considered balanced in his thinking, the average

pel~son

is e;x;pected to direct
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his attention predominately to the practical !:U"f'airs ot life, yet not to the
com;plete exclusion of ma.k.ing generaliza.tions f'ror1 ·these observa.tions and experiences as well as ma::tnta.1rdut,; fa.cility iil singling out some of' the. mol"e
unusual elements in his environment accordir:g to his needs and interests. In
ti"lis respect m.ost ot: the subjects present a balanced 1OO\.te of approach in

·their thinking. The divergencies that appear in these records rarely reveal

an em;pllaeis

011

abstract thinking or excessive generalization. Be.thar emphasis

.is placed on singling out the
SOL!le

U.llUsual

elSEmts j.n the environment. While in

subjects this represents constructive originality" in most cases a cer-

tain arbitrariness of thinking ia reflected.
This

bri~s

up the topic of originality versus stereotopy in thlnk-

ing. Func1amental.ly" much

homogeneity is indicated in their responses. Further

more, they tend tOI th1nk along the lines of most people and accept commonJ.y
held points

ot view. Basically, they are conformists in their thinking as the

records are

con~1cuously

free

fl~

marked OP,POsit1onal tendencies. Yet their

thinking is not essentieJ.ly stereot;yped even though the majority at the re-

cords do not represent a wide range of ideas. lJevertheless, a few of the records strongly suggest abroad l'ange of concepts and experiences.
But their departures in original thin.k1ns most :frequently take the
fonn of adolescent flights of imagination" occas1onally lOSing close contact
Vi th real! ty. Among the Superior group in academic achievement efforts in

indiVidualistic thinking r~resent a more constructive force than among the
Below Average group, in which a SOl'JleWb.at undisciplined break with reality is
indica.ted.
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Bef"ore assessing the sign.s of overall adjustmer:.t, it may be well.
to examine the inner resources of the subjects, th.e am.aun.t oi' spontaneity
e:lq)ressed as well a.s the reaction of the subjects to the same. Perhaps the
greatest divergencies in the protocols are found in this area. The subjects

range from strong repression of inner experiences to a ver.r free ex.pression

ot the same. Only about half the S"llbjects

B;PljteaZ

to b3ve e. well developed,

well bala:nced inner life. Many displ83 what is assumed to be a characteristica.lly adolescent utilization of spontaneity. Im,pulses and instincts find
ei!;pression in their crude fozu l'ather than in a constructive integration in
the personal.ity structure. However, lll8llY subjects are in a. transitio.ncl. state
f'l"Om

adolescence to maturity as may be expected in th1s age group. Conse-

quently, while

lII.IJly"

are lacking in stabil!ty according to s.dul.t ste.nd&rds

t.hey cannot be considered as reactil16 inappropriately for their age.

Although they demonstrate a somewhat irregular and unstable inner
life, they are still predominately 1ntrotensive l,ther than extrotena1ve,
showing greater responsiveness to their inner states than to people they

contact. Perhaps at least halt' of the subjects experience some 1nadequacy in
interpersonal. relations. In mat'lY cases this springs from a rather fundamental
deep-seated disturbance. They tend to shy away from genuine emotional. 1:0vol~lements,

preferring illStead to use an 1u;>ersonal, intellectual" "social

formula" technique in their relations with others. While some derllOnstra.te
!llal~ked

emot1o:nal. responsiveness, they usua1.ly tend to react in an impulsive,

egocentric manner. In a. few cases genuine empathy tor the feelings and experiences of other people is indicated, 'but this ability is rather rare. Of
course" these comparisons are made according to adult

sta..n.dards, and

..74consequently the characteristics appear more a8 limitations than as descriptive traits of the group.
To sUlllD.arize the general level of adJustment of the en tire group we
might say that the range is very Wide" aU the YaY from very satisfactory

handling of problems to manitestation of marked neurotic tendencies. In respect to the average adJustment score of this group using the Inspection
Technique scores, the subjects

awear

slightly better adjusted (9.0) than the

officer candidates studied by McCandless (12.1 end U.4-)" the artists investi$&ted by Prados (10.3)" but less well adjusted than the biolOgists (7.7)

studied by Roe. Whether these aggregates rej?resent actual differences in the
subjects or are largely the results of differences in experimental design or
in critera used in apply1ng the Inspection Technique" is not readily determi-

llable. Seemingly, no single factor is responsible tor these particular differences in means. While a consensus of opinion from various sources would
probably affirm. that artists are less well adJusted than officer candidates,
we faust remember that the otficer candidates, as well as the nurses, are unde
considerable stress in their training programs. Then the artists along with
tbe biologists represent a. Iligber occupational level than the other

~s

studied. Consequently,presuming that the difterences in mean scores al·e sig-

nificant" a multitude of factors are very likely

re~nsible

for the differ-

encase
.More specifically, in mamler of adJustment the records reflect a

so.'lI.E!'tfbat expressive, frequently uninhibited group :in e. transitional state

between ad.olescence and adultbood endeavoring to adjust to the demands of
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e.dult lite. At present the efforts they are making represent a predominately
intellectual, consciou.s direction and control of impulse and emotion. In
l.Jl8llY laatances an

int~ation

of reason, emotion" and impulse has not been

achieved on a satisfactory level. Most conspiCUOUsly" their problems ma:.r be
found in a lack of confidence in int.ttper80nal .relations. Frequently, this

problem stems trom a rather deep seated emotional disturbance which torees
thE!l!l

to be cautious in emotional involvements. In some of the subjects the

disturbances are sufficiently severe to indicate that they would be well
advised to seek help. On the other extreme, many ot the subjects are handling

their problems in a very satisfactory manner.
To summarize briefly, although homogeneous in many aspects tIle

records reflect a somewhat wide d1vergency in potentialities in both person-

ality resources and intellectual capacities as Yell as in manner and level
of' adJustment fram the very satisfactory to the manifestation ot marked

neurotic trends.

'rable IX7 presents a summary' of the results of the st'J.dies by
Munroe, Cronbach, and the present investigator. In comparing the relationship
between the ACE and. grades, the statistics ot the present study (CI .37) compare favorably wi tb those ot Munroe (.39, C corr.).

However" as the original

data of Munroe stand.. a direct com;puison with her results is not permissible

7 Table IX, :page 16.
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TABLE IX

.

SUMMARY OF TO STATISTICAL DATA FROM 1m:

PRESINT AtID PREVIOUS IIVliSTlGA!rIOBS

-x?-

c

p

C

r

Stu4

Variables

I

B and C

II

A and C

52.20

.01

.36

.39

B and C

81.98

.01

.43

.49

AB and C

108.00

.01

A and C

14.27

.001

.20

B and C

65.20

.001.

.40

A and. B

4.23

.05

.27

.18

A and. C

8.31

.01

.37

.47

B and C

2.27

.20

.21

.19

A and D

1.72

.~

..'o

.15

B and D

.80

.50

.12

III

IV

COlT.

.17

!!l.!:2 Studies

Kel

!2

Varia.1:)~

I

Cronbach

A

ICE

II

Munroe original

B

Rorschach

III

Munroe recomputed*

C

Grades

IV

Present investigation

1)

Ratings in nursing

*The sixteen cell tables were reduced to four cells.

•
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because C vas not computed from the same size contingency tables. Consequently, the data of Munroe were arranged in four cell tables and recomputed. As
indicated in Table IX, this operation reduced both figures, yielding a chisquare of 14.21 and a C ot' .20 • .Nevertheless, chi-square is still significant
at the .01 level of confidence.
Comparing the Rorschach adjustment

rat~sWith

grades the compu-

tations yield a C of .21 and an r at .19, neither of Which is significant at
even the

.05 level. These results tend to contina the find.1ngs ot Cronbach

(r: .17) rather than those ot .Munroe (.49, C corr.). In commenting on the low

correlation he found in hi- study, Cronbach remark.ed that probably personality
adjustment was less important in intluencing academic performance in

Ii.

highly

talented group of students than in one representing a Wide range of levels of
scholastic aptitude, as were the subjects in Munroe's study.
However, this explanation Will not account tpr the present results.
In ACE score distribution, the nurses compare favorably with Munroe' 8 subjects

However, the system of grading used at Sarah Lawrence College 1s different

from the one employed either at the nursing school or the University of
Chicago. At Sarah Lawrence the grading is probably more subJect1ve and repre-

aents a more comprehensive evaluation of the student than 1s to be found in
the numbers and letters given at the other institutions. Consequently, person-

ality factors may enter more directly into evaluation of the students of

Sarah Lawrence than they do in the grading of students at the University of
Chicago and St. FranciS School or Burs1ng.

Furthermore, additional variables are influential in the outcome of

~eBe Various studies. There are differences in the examiners

and their
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method.s of using the Inspection Technique. While Cronbaeh made no :mention of

departing fram Munroe's procedure in applying the

In~ection

Technique, the

wri tel' used a more objective approach in S"/a.luat1ng the records. Seemingly,

in view of these variables, the more effective follow-up study on the Group
Rorschach WOUld be one conducted by the same investigator using an identical
procedure on groups taken from the same population.
i'he ratings in, nursing practice compared with ACE scores yielded a
C of .151 with Rorschach adjustment scores, a C of .12. These correlations
are significant at only the .30 and .50 levels of confidence respectively and
clearly fail to demonstrate more than a chance relationship between these
variables.
In addition to the qualifications mentioned above to account for
the low correlations between the Rorschach adjustment scores and grades, other
factors may be involved in the low correlations found between test scores and
ratings in nursing practice. These ratings

r~resent

the evaluation of a sing!

instructor. She was not equally fe.m1liar with the proficiency of each student.
C'onsequently, a more logically valid criteran, such as the pooled ratings of
several. instructors, should be used before the tests are dismissed as showing
little relationship with ratings.
Bow that the overall relations between the critera and test results
have been presented and discussed, some ot the more specitic fincl1ngs and
implications ot the present study wiU be mentioned and compared with those
of Munroe. However, the prospect of comparing Munroe's data With the correlations obtained in th1a study between test performance and ratings in nursing
practice is not very rewarding. The correlations are too close to chance to
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just1~J

a detailed analysis.
In co.m;paring the findings of the present study with those of Mw1.l"Oe

the results vill be

analY'~ed

in this order. First the ACB, then the Rorschach,

and finally', the two tests in combination will be examined.

In the present study the toUowing observations may be made on the
'basis ot the cOlnparison of' .ACE and grades:
1. Bo student with 8. high ACE (in percentile range 81-100) did below

average york, that is, received grades that placed her in the lowest quartile.
This relation was not found by Munroe.
2. A very low ACE is more likely to indicate :tn1"erior performance
than i8 a high ACI likely to indicate superior performance. In general, this

relation is :found in Munroe's results but not to such a marked degree as in
tlle present study.
Regarding the Group Rorschach results, the following observations
I'lla.Y be made:

1. While in general the students vi th high adjustment ratings did

be'tter work than the students with low adJustment ratings, tour students with
a high adJustment rating (first quartile) did below average work (lowest
qu~trtile). Of the group

doing unsatisfactory work, Munroe found only two with

high adjustment ratings.

2. A trend is indicated that ve:q low adJustment scores are more
likely to indicate inferior performance

~l

are high adjustment scores likely

to indicate superior perf'ormance. The results of Munroe indicate that neither
extreme of the adjustment seale i8 more likely to indicate the expected.
corre~nd1ng

performance.

Combining the results :frw both tests, the following obserirat1ons
may be made:

1. Both studies indicate that no s"cudent in the upper quartile in
both the Rorscllach and .ACE did below average worlt.

2. Only tvo s'C"llden'cs with a low Rorschach and. low .ACE (fourth
quartile) did superior work. In Munroe' 8 study only one student in this category did superior 'WOrk.

3. The present study indicates that the ACE is a better predictor

0

academic performa.nce in aU respects than the Rorsc...'t£aeh. Munroe finds the
Rorschach a better predictor of acadendc perfonnance in general than the ACE
although the ACE is more likely to indicate supel"ior perf'ormance th.-m is the
Rorschach.

4. Munroe suggests that a cut-otf score
which students are unlikely to succeed in coUege.

may be used
~e

in determining

students in the lower

qUal.'tlles, apprOJd.mately, on both the .ACE and the Rorschach would fall in
this category.

The present stut\1r indicates that little YOUld be gained by this
pl"oced.ure. Were the students rejected who were in the lowest Iluartile of
both the ACE and the Rorschach, only three stUdents would be included. While

none of these students are doing superior or above average 'Work, the three
lowest stUdents are not included. The students in this categor.r rank secl.)nd,

Sixth, and fourteenth from the bottom. T'his cut-off score doee not include
ei thez' the student with the lowest average or the student asked to leave

be<:ausc of three failures. The only stipulation that may be offered is that

81.
no student above the Bo percentile
1$88
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the ACE ehculd cause concern., rega.rd.-

ot her adjustment score.
A brief cortmlent iuay be ofier&i on a. qualitative arua.lyds of the

studies. While Munroe has not offered an extensive qualitative analysis Qf

her records of the Rorschach, she has remarked that the Inspection Technique
approach at times seems rather severe on talented students With high veTaatility and tavors the more simple personal! ties, so to speak, who bavs far

tevel' divergent tendencies to

integrat~.

The writer tends to agree 'With this

observation. Some Stud4M1tS appea.i.- to get by with a few checks because they
have

cont~ned

rather than expressed their conflicts in a manner that would

lower their adJustment score.
In general, the present stud;y con;f'il"tfl.S the :findings of Munroe on

the ACE and those of Cronbach on the Rorschach in predicting academic performance. Contrary to the findings of Munroe, the .ACE is a superior device for
prediction of grades. Keither Rorschach nor ACE scores compare favorabl J with
nursiDg ratings. In the opinion of the writer, the inclusion of' the Groop
Rorschach in the test battery to iDrprove selection of spplica.nts cannot be
recommended on the basis of th1s study.

..

CHAPTER. V

COICL'OSIOIm

This chaiPter will be subdivided in till-ee sections: (1) a. 61.W£I'.MlSI.1"Y of
t~e

present study, (2) conclusions (a) b~RQd on previous investigations to

serve as a basis for (0) conclusions from the present study.

In general, this investigation const1tu.ted an attempt to make a
follow-up study on the one by Munroe. More spec1f'ically, the writer 'fia'Ilted, to
determine if' the Group Rorschach results WQ'J.l.d be likely to improve the 8election procedure in a school ot nursing.

The literature onthc AI!leric&n Council on Education Test (.ACE) I the
Rorschach lnk Blot Test, the Group Rorschach Test, and on the studies using
these tests with occupational groups and students, vas summarized and discuss

In accumulating the data, the ACE was attninistered prior to ad-

rllission to nursing school while the Group Rorschach was administered to t.&'1e
fifty-three student nurses during their first year ot training. While sts.nd..

ard instructions vere used f'or the Performance of' the test, the subjects were
g.i'ven s double inquiry, tJlat is, a Tutorial followed by e. Specific Factor
Inquiry. Since this information

V&.3

still il'ladequa'te for the correct scoring

ot many responses, an Ind1v1dual Inquiry was conducted.
82

a:~

a later date.
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The records vere scored and the

L~~ct1on

Technique of Munroe

ap;lied. Rorscl.la.ch a.dJustra.eo.t scores and. scores on the ACE 'Were eom,pa.red with
gl~es

in academic work and ratings in nursing practice at

'th~

end of

th~ir

first year.
Chi-square" contingency coef'tic1ents, and :Pearsoll product moment
correlations were computed to evalua.te statistically the rela.tion

betY~l

the

Rorschach and ACE, and ACE and grades, and the Rorschach. and grades. Chi-

square was also conr.puted to determine the relation between the ACE and

l'lurS~

practice and between the Rorsch6ch and nursing practice. Levels of sign.U'icanee were determined tor all findings.
Comparison of the ACE and Rorschach with grades yields a C of

.37

and .19 respectively. These ratios are significant at the .01 and .20 level

of conf'idence respeeti vely. Comparing the ACE and Rorschach With ratings in
nursing practice yields a. C of .15 and .12 respectively. These ratios are
B1gn.tficant at the .30 and .50 level of confidence.
These results te.ld to confirm the i'indings ot Munroe in rela.tion to
the ACE and grades (.39, C corr.) but confirm the ra'tber negative x'saults ot

Cronbach comparing the Rorsc:hs.ch and grades (r: .17) rathe;::' than. those of'
Munroe

(.49, C corr.).
COI'CLUSIOD

First let us draw same conclusions trom previous studies:
1. In numerous studies a high reliabUity and valid!ty have been
found tor the

~r1can

Council on Iducation Test.

2.

C~son

of ACE

SCONS

with

·

~

in

~c

YOrk in scllools

of mu"s1ng have ;yielded consistently, moderately hiJijh peait1 ve correlations.

3. W'h.1.le several et.ud1es have been 1:9.6d.e

011

tbe rel1&b11i ty of the

RorscllBch test, the topic bas neither been cQnsistently nor extensively explored.. The results are by no

~8

concl.us1Vie.

record and fQr the essential facta of interpretation.

4. A qualitative, intuitive ana.lysis at the Roreeb1ieh record in...
variably yield.a higher valW ty coet"ticienw t.barl When the record is subJect-

ed to quant1tat1ve statistical a.r.aLys1s.
~

hie;best val.id1 ty 1s demonstrated vb.en the record 18 interpreted

qualitatively e.n4 compared. to a gross adJustment category. liovever, the test
lacks daionatrated valid.1 ty between spee1fi.c test elements aDd epee1f'ic 'be--

bav10ral entities.

5. There are

8OO\E!

a4m.1tted difterences betWeen the group and in-

div14ltal forms of the Rorschacb. Bowever, Ollly e. fflN

or

these dti"'terences

bave been isolated. For the most part theae c.Utterences have been in:terpreted as

8.

f"Imction of the perceptual. cU.f'terencea in the two testa rather than

personal! ty of the subJect.

7. 1he Munroe Inspection Tecbn1que 1s an

~roe.ch

to objective

evaluation or the Rorschach record. The rel1abUi ty of this Rorschach evalu..

ation based en the use ot this techrdqu.e 18 rather hiob when -Wloyed 'by

~

examinert'J of

~rox.imately
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the same brea.d:tl::. of Rorschach elCJ?erience. I;u

study on the validity of the Rorschach

eval~tiollS

nique, !;fJ..mroe found a. signi:fica.ut correlatio!1

usino the

o(!'j;ween

So

I~ectlon

Tech-

adjustment ratings

011

students and objective behavior in a college slirt.ti:ug.

8. l>!:ost of the stu:d.ies
f'O:;'~Jll

011

occ'ilpational. f.roups have used. the gl-O'UP

of' the Rorschach. Several studies 1.n.d:icated a. relation between (jllal.ity

of performance on theliest and quality o:f work performed by tr..e artlsts-

paintez's and scientists studied. While items have been isolated which dis'tinguish

1OO1'e

auccessl"ul

f'l.""QrJ.

less successf'ul workers, these lte.:us

predict performance when used in a follow· up

faj~

to

st~.

9. :t."he a'roup Rorschach studies a.pplied to students give

va.rsiJ:lg

results. Signs have been. isolated to d1fterrutiate a.chievers i'rom nonachierv--

era. liawever, the only study that was repeated (tIle

i"(~UaW' up by Cronbach

on

~) yielded rather disappointingly incol1clusive results. "'hile he a;ttri-

buted this to d1tferences in the groups, this

~la.nation

does not sean

I11lly satiai"actor¥.
These conclusions seem to follow fl"'Om -t..1te

pres~l1t

study:

1. Students lA<'ith high scores onLhe ACE and Grou.p Roracha.ch are
rilOre likely to do mxpe:dor work than stuCients vi til low scores on these tests.
2. To use this information in a statistical manner as a selection
device fol.' nursing students semas pointless. A cut oft, score fOl'" s't"Udents in
'Wl!;

lowe:..:' quartiles on both the ACI e.nd Rorsc1Jach 1'ailed to single out -'Cihe

Yery lowest students. On the other hand, this teclmique, or e.rry

t~que

stUdied, failed. to even single out the studrimts who must be studied most

"
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to evalua:ca their chances of cQ..ipleting the :prograrn • .All that ca.u

carefu1~y

'be said in this respect is that students a:bo1e tho 8ot.h perceXltile on tht'::

ACE may be

~itted

without question regardless of their level of adjustment,

according to the present data.

3. The level of adjustment
cates that perhaps som,e

01~

!'ef'l~cted

in the l\orscha.ch recora.s indi-

the stude:nts could pro.f1t

frCllll

counseling

0:):"'

psy-

chothers.py.
4~

Little is to be ga.:tned from a. study of' ratings in nursi:I:.lg

prac~

tics C!Jlilpared to test results when the ratings are made by a single il'lstl-tlct-

or atter a short period of acquaintance -with new students.

5. Perhaps a more profitable area and manller of approach to the
!)l"oblem of adJustmen.t in nursing practice would be to compare specific
peets of on-the-·job behavior

lTith

the tentative

nGJ:"'tIlS

of P:1!ltrowski

vocational guidance. HoweverI 'the v.ri tel:' a.sks it sucll research

l:'~

as·~

:l;"OI'

:aot 'be

premature until the basis issues at the reliability and validity of the
!\orschach have been more adequately and extensiYely ex;plored.

APPEM>IX I
SCORING SnmOLS USED II' T.O RORSCHACH TEST

LOCATIO.

W
D
d
Dd
S

M

Whole Blot
Large usual detail
Small usual detail
Unusual detail
White space

Md

Figures in human-like act1vity
Poorly perceived figures in human-like activity
Activity seen in statues, marionettes, or passive people
Movement of human parts in isolation

PM

An1maJ.s in anin18l.-1ike action

®

m

Abstract or inanimate movement
Facial expressions only

k

Shading as three d.im.ensional expanse projected on a two

K

Shading a8 difi"usion

lK

Shading as three dimensional expanse in vista or perspecti·....e

,

'orm only, not enlivened, on popular level or better
Form less accurate than popular
Very poor or bizarre form
Bad form, FVague form

M(M)

dimensional plane

FF-B
V

Fc
c
C'

Shading as surface appearance or texture, differentiated

PC
CF
C

Definite form with bright color
Bright color with indefinite torm
Color only

Shading as surface appearance or texture, undifferentiated
Acromatic surface color

,
lid

B

Human figure
Parts of human figures, not Anatomical

A
Ad

Animal figures
Parts of living

an1meJs

A obJ Fur akins, skulls and the like
Bwnan anatomy

At

ObJ

All kinds of man made objects

11

iature

Geo

Topographical and outline maps

Other symbols like Arch (Architecture) and Pl (Plant)
are self' explanatory
POPULARITY AIm ORIGIIALI'.fi
re~nses,

found once in six records

P

Popular

o

Original responses found not more than once in one hundred records

Miscellaneous

R
Sum C

Total number of responses

Fe

I

2CP
2

I

3C

AP.PJ!DIX II

The test which you are about to take is a rather interesting one and
I th1nk you vill enjoy it. All you have to do is to look at Bome 31ides
which Will be projected on the screen and vrite down what you see. low the
point about these s11des is that they are nothing more or less thaD. reproductions of ink blots. Probably all ot you at one time or another have
shaken your pen on a piece ot paper, caused a blot of ink, and orr. fold:ing
the paper produced a weird splotch W'h1ch may or may not bave resembled
something that you recognized. liov these slides are nothing more than reproductions of ink blot. formed in this way. Your task is sim,ply to write
down vhat these s.plotches remind you of, resemble, or might 'be. [Any
answer i8 acceptable.) You will see each Of these slides or blots for •••
[tvo1 minutes and you ma;y write your answers at your own time. [In cue
you do not tinish, continue writing atter. the blot has been removed. When
finished, put your pencil dov.Il 30 I will know you are through.] Is -that
understood' It may belp you later in the test it you make a po1nt ot
numbering your answers to each slide as you vri te them dovn. [Write in
Column A only on the torms you received. But first put Raman Numeral. I at
the top ot the column. Then number each of your responses. AD:y questionst]
The slides vere then projected on the screen in the manner indicated
above. Approximately one minute vas alloyed between slides tor the subjects to
complete their res.ponses. Then the instructions for Inqu1r)- I were read to the
subjects:
Well, this is the first part of the experiment. Nov we shall bO on
to the second. I'In aure you have seen a lot of' amusing and different
things in the various ink blots, but one of the 1m;portant aspects of this

test is the fact that I must !mo. as 6ccurately &8 possible just vbe.t you
have seen and where it is you have SeeD. it. In order tbat you can do thiS,

1
brackets.

The modifications introduced by the writer are included in

9.0
you wiU find on ••• [one of the following ~es of the materials you received] a little diagram representing the slide. (At this point Card I
with various areas marked oft on it was proJected on the screen.)
Bow perhaps sCllle ot you on this particular slide sail a butterfly,
and then perhaps you also s~ the legs of same person in the center here,
and perhaps a boxing glove in this little protuberance here or a dog's
head here on this s14e. (While speaking of these objects the examiner
points to the areas re1'erred to which are encircled by a da.1"k line on the
side.) Your next task, therefore, is to number your own a.nsveTS, if' yo'..!
forgot to do so bef'ON" and then wi tb your pencU to draw a line arouoo.
the area where you saw this particular object and attach to that area the
uumber of the 8Jlsver you are describing. For example, let us suppose you
have seen just those tour things which I mentioned. You would put a
number 1 'oy- ff a buttert'ly". Draw a line all the 'tli'sy around the ruiniature
ink blot and put a number 1 beside this line. If "someib~t s legs" was
your second answer, you would lluniber that 2, draw a careful pencil line
around the area on the diagram and attach a nw:n.ber 2 to it. In other
yords you will do tor aJ..l. yow: allSYers what has been. done for th~se hypothetical answers on the screen.
Instructions for ObtaiDing Added Information
Atter the instructioo.e concern:i.ng the recording ot the location of
have been g1 van, Slide VIII ma;.v be thrOVll on the screen and the
added information eoncerning the responses may be asked for. Our instructions at this point were something of this sortl
"Before you begin to mark ott your answers, there is something else
you have to do for me. You have to reconstruct as accurately 8,S possible
the kind of ex]ferienec you have been having or some of the char"a.cter1stiea of the things you saw. You might have seen, for instance" two bears
or two an iT4&l shere Oll the sides. You might have seen two flags heT4;; in
the center, or you might have called these same parts two cushions .~"'.ui8
part here (Pink. and oramge) might have reminded you at SOLle kind of
flower.
"Same of you may have said, for exBr411e, tbat the bearD 10t)ked as if
they were climbing up" but it is also very possible tbat you did not put
in that last bit of infonuation. How is your cbillnce to do $0 if you want
to. If' you want to ell.'plain to me that the animal s you saw looked &s if
t..bey were stepping trom one rock to another, you ~ add that information
now. But perhaps you did .!!2! see them as if they vare ste"'sJ.Ping. Fine!
That is just as important. Perhaps they looked to you as i f they were
some kind ot an:imal on a beraldic design and you may have alread:f said so.
In that cue you will not need to give allY more information.
"Let us suppose that you not only saw tvo cushions here but you saw
~ satin cushions. In this cue you would again amplify your answer
because it is ~rtant for me to know whether you got the impression of
re~ses

the satiny or silky" feel of the cushion, and whether you were impressed
its blueness. Again this area. might have reminded you of a flwer becallse it was the eolor of' the sveet peas in yau:r back yard. If it was the
color that attracted your attention and lJade you think of those sweet
peas, then add this 1nformat1on ••• "fWr1te this information in Column BJ
After the instructio.ns have been given and af'ter allY pertinent
questions bave been ansvered, the slides may be proJected. again in the
usual ordel', each being shown for e;pproximately two minutes. ~ .it is easy
for the exwn1ner standing in the front or the group to see when the subJects have finished tillS phase of their' task. On some slides it was not
necessary' to va1 t a full two minutes to elepse before gOing on to the
next. During this period the ligbts in the room WeI'a OIl, allowing I'or
accurate deliniation of the areas, although the slides themselves wer~
still clearly visible though perhaps not quite as br1ll1ant as before~.

'by

Instructions for Inquiry II
The following set of instructions were form:ulated by the Wlt1 tel'. The

essential scoring

~bols

and

brier explanations

o~

each vere

~Titten

on a

blackboard and the foJ.l.owing explanation was d1splayed:

r

Form or

lot

Ob,ject seen in. motion

C
CF

Color gave impression
Color and Form gave impression
Form and Color gave impl'ession

Fe

S
SF

FS

~e

of the obJect

Shading gave impression
Shading and Form gave impression
Form and Shading gave impression

l'1'h.e folloWing instructions were theu read to the subjects:
In the concluding part of the test we would like you to 8UnIIl&.rize
the information you gave in Column B. You have elaborated on your responses. Bow ve would like you to indicate exactly what deterl.1linants of
the blot. made you think of the responses that you ga.ve. On the board are
listed the detel"'iJ1ina:D:l!s and a brief explanation of each. In. ColWlal Cot'

2 lIarrower-lrickson, M. R. , "Large Scale Rorschach TecIlni9ues,"21-2'(

L

yc:.sur :reeol~d blank we want YO;J. to write the symbol or sYluools as ,listed on
the board that best describe ,the features of the blots that helped you
f'ormule.te your i.Iapressious. For exa.1ltple~ if 'the sl'1eiPe of. the blot suggested the response, wri tEl F ill Column C. If the an1mal, person, or object
was seen in motion, record M. If' the color of the blot gave the iI:xpressioIl
list C. If the color was ~rtan~ but the &hape of tlle blot was also
influential, record OF. Ii' the form was the main determinant but the
color also helped, record Fe. In the same way, list your responses for
sha.d1ng. List the symbols for each response in your record.

..
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